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Time Zones Starter: Framework Level Pre-A1 

Communicative Activities 

Reception (spoken) 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION: 

Pre-A1  

Can understand short, very simple questions and 
statements provided that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or manual gestures to 
support understanding and repeated if necessary. 

Can recognise everyday, familiar words, provided they are 
delivered clearly and slowly in a clearly defined, familiar, 
everyday context. 

Can recognise numbers, prices, dates and days of the week, 
provided they are delivered slowly and clearly in a defined, 
familiar, everyday context. 

 

 

P10-11, Language Focus ex A; p12, The Real World, ex 
A; p18, Video, ex B; p22-23, Language Focus, ex A; 
p30, Video, ex B; p33, Preview, ex B; p34-35, 
Language Focus, ex A; p36-37, The Real World, ex C; 
p42, Video, ex A; p46-47, Language Focus, ex A; p48-
49, The Real World, ex A; p54, Video, ex B; p58-59, 
Language Focus, ex A; p72-73, The Real World, ex B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA AND RECORDINGS: 

Pre-A1  

Can recognise words, names and numbers that he/she 
already knows in simple, short recordings, provided that 
they are delivered very slowly and clearly 

 

 

p8-9, Preview, exs A, B; p10-11, Language Focus, ex D; 
p13, Pronunciation; p18, Video, ex A; p21, Preview, ex 
A; p22-23, Language Focus, ex C; p24-25, The Real 
World, ex B; p25, Pronunciation, ex A; p28, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p30, Video, ex A; p33, Preview, exs 
A, B; p36-37, The Real World, exs A, B; p37, 
Pronunciation, ex A; p42, Video, ex B; p45, Preview, 
ex A; p46-47, Language Focus, ex E; p48-49, The Real 
World, ex B; p52-53, Vocabulary, ex B; p54, Video, ex 
A; p57, Preview, ex A; p60-61, The Real World, exs B, 
C; p66, Video, exs A, B; p69, Preview, exs A, B; p70-
71, Language Focus, ex A; p72-73, The Real World, ex 
A; p76-77, Vocabulary, ex B; p78, Video, exs A, B 
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Written Reception 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION: 

Pre-A1 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied by pictures, 
such as a fast-food restaurant menu illustrated with 
photos or a picture book using familiar vocabulary. 

 

 

p14, Reading, ex A; p21, Preview, ex A; p33, Preview, ex 
A; p45, Preview, ex A; p57, Preview, ex A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand simple everyday signs such as ‘Parking,’ 
‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No smoking,’ etc.  

Can find information about places, times and prices on 
posters, flyers and notices. 

 

 

 

p14, Reading, ex B; p27, Comprehension, ex A; p39, 
Comprehension, ex A; p52-53, Vocabulary, ex C; p62, 
Reading, ex B; p75, Comprehension, ex A 

READING FOR INFORMATION AND ARGUMENT: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand the simplest informational material that 
consists of familiar words and pictures, such as a fast-
food restaurant menu illustrated with photos or an 
illustrated story formulated in very simple, everyday 
words 

 

 

p10-11, Language Focus, ex A; p15, Comprehension, ex 
A; p17, Writing, ex A; p22-23, Language Focus, ex A; p27, 
Comprehension, ex A; p29, Writing, ex A; p34-35, 
Language Focus, ex A; p39, Comprehension, ex A; p41, 
Writing, ex A; p46-47, Language Focus, ex A; p51, 
Comprehension, ex A; p53, Writing, ex A; p58-59, 
Language Focus, ex A; p63, Comprehension, ex A; p65, 
Writing, ex A; p70-71, Language Focus, ex A; p75, 
Comprehension, ex A; p77, Writing, ex A 

 

Reception Strategies 
IDENTIFYING CUES AND INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN): 
Pre-A1 
Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
p12, The Real World, ex B; p16, Vocabulary, exs A, B; 
p26, Reading, ex A; p28, Vocabulary, ex A; p34-35, 
Language Focus, ex A; p38, Reading, ex A; p40-41, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p46-47, Language Focus, ex A; p48, The 
Real World, ex A; p52, Vocabulary, ex A; p58, Language 
Focus, ex A; p64, Vocabulary, ex A; p76, Vocabulary, ex A 
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Spoken Production 

OVERALL SPOKEN PRODUCTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can produce short phrases about themselves, giving 
basic personal information (e.g. name, address, family, 
nationality). 

p18, Video; p22-23, Language Focus, ex C; p27, 
Comprehension, ex B; p33, Preview, ex C; p42, Video 

 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE: 

Pre-A1 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, age, family), 
using simple words and formulaic expressions, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

 

Can say how he/she is feeling using simple words like 
‘happy’, ‘tired’, accompanied by body language. 

 

 

p24-25, The Real World, ex C; p30, Video; p39, 
Comprehension, ex B; p51, Comprehension, ex B; p61, 
Communication 

 

 

Written Production 

OVERALL WRITTEN PRODUCTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can give basic personal information in writing (e.g. 
name, address, nationality), perhaps with the use of a 
dictionary. 

 

 

p17, Writing, ex B; p46-47, Language Focus, ex B; p53, 
Writing, exs B, C; p65, Writing, exs B, C; p77, Writing, exs 
B, C 
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Spoken Interaction 

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can ask and answer questions about him/herself and 
daily routines, using short, formulaic expressions and 
relying on gestures to reinforce the information. 

UNDERSTANDING AN INTERLOCUTOR: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand simple questions which directly concern 
him/her, for example about name, age and address or 
similar things, if the person is asking slowly and clearly. 

Can understand simple personal information ( e.g. 
name, age, place of residence, origin) when other 
people introduce themselves, provided that they speak 
slowly and clearly directly to him/her, and can 
understand questions on this theme addressed to 
him/her, though the questions may need to be 
repeated. 

Can understand a number of familiar words and 
greetings and recognise key information such as 
numbers, prices, dates and days of the week, provided 
speech is delivered very slowly, with repetition if 
necessary. 

 

 

p12, The Real World, ex C; p54, Video 

 

 

 

p11, Language Focus, ex E; p37, Communication; p47, 
Language Focus, ex F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONVERSATION: 

Pre-A1  

Can understand and use some basic, formulaic 
expressions such as ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ ‘Excuse me,’ ‘Please,’ 
‘Thank you,’ ‘No thank you,’ ‘Sorry.’ 

Can recognise simple greetings. 

Can greet people, say his/her name and take leave of 
them.  

 

 

 

 

 

p9, Preview, ex C; p12, The Real World, ex A; p13, 
Communication 
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE: 

Pre-A1 

Can tell people his/her name and ask other people their 
name. 

Can use and understand simple numbers in everyday 
conversations. Can ask and tell day, time of day and 
date. 

Can ask for and give a date of birth. Can ask for and give 
a phone number. 

Can say and ask people about their age. 

Can ask very simple questions for information, such as 
‘What is this?’ and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

p11, Language Focus, ex E; p15, Comprehension, ex B; 
p23, Language Focus, ex E;  p26, Reading, ex B; p35, 
Language Focus, ex E; p37, Communication; p45, 
Preview, ex B; p49, Communication, ex B; p59, Language 
Focus, ex E; p69, Preview, ex C; p70-71, Language Focus, 
exs C, E; p73, Communication, ex B; p75, Reading, ex B; 
p78, Video 

OVERALL WRITTEN INTERACTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can write short phrases to give basic information (e.g. 
name, address, family) on a form or in a note, with the 
use of a dictionary. 

 

p11, Language Focus, ex E; p17, Writing, ex C; p29, 
Writing, exs B, C 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND FORMS: 

Pre-A1 

Can fill in very simple registration forms with basic 
personal details: name, address, nationality, marital 
status. 

 

 

 
p49, Communication, ex A 
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Communicative Language Competence 

Linguistic 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE: 

Pre-A1 

Can use isolated words and basic expressions in order to 
give simple information about him/herself. 

 

 

p57, Preview, ex C; p66, Video 

VOCABULARY RANGE: 

Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words and phrases 
related to particular concrete situations. (A1) 

No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

 

p16, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p19, Review, exs B,C; p21, 
Preview, exs B, C; p23, Language Focus, exs D, E; p24, 
The Real World, ex A; p28, Vocabulary, exs A, B, C; p31, 
Review, exs A, C; p38, Reading, ex B; p40-41, Vocabulary, 
exs A, B; p43, Review, exs A, C; p48-49, The Real World, 
exs A, B, C; p51, Reading, exs A, B; p52-53, Vocabulary, 
exs A, B, C; p55, Review, exs A, B, C; p62, Reading, ex A; 
p64-65, Vocabulary, exs B, C; p67, Review, exs A, C; p76-
77, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p79, Review, exs A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY: 

Pre-A1 

Can employ very simple principles of word order in short 
statements. 

  

 

p10-11, Language Focus, ex B; p19, Review, ex A; p21, 
Preview, ex C; p22-23, Language Focus, ex B; p29, 
Writing, ex C; p31, Review, ex B; p34-35, Language 
Focus, exs B, C, D, E; p41, Writing, ex C; p43, Review, ex 
B; p45, Preview, ex B; p48-49, The Real World, ex C; p53, 
Writing, ex C; p58-59, Language Focus, exs B, C, D, E; 
p60, The Real World, ex A; p65, Writing, ex C; p67, 
Review, ex B; p70-71, Language Focus, exs B, C; p77, 
Writing, ex C; p79, Review, ex B 
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PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL: 

Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire of learnt 
words and phrases can be understood with some effort 
by interlocutors used to dealing with speakers of the 
language group concerned. 

Can reproduce correctly a limited range of sounds as 
well as the stress on simple, familiar words and phrases. 

SOUND ARTICULATION: 

Can reproduce sounds in the target language if carefully 
guided. 

Can articulate a limited number of sounds, so that 
speech is only intelligible if the interlocutor provides 
support (e.g. by repeating correctly and by eliciting 
repetition of new sounds). 

PROSODIC FEATURES:  

Can use the prosodic features of a limited repertoire of 
simple words and phrases intelligibly, in spite of a very 
strong influence on stress, rhythm, and/of intonation 
from other language(s) he/she speaks; his/her 
interlocutor needs to be collaborative.  

 

 

p25, Pronunciation, ex B; p36, The Real World, ex A; p37, 
Communication; p46-47, Language Focus, exs C, D, F; 
p61, Pronunciation; p64-65, Vocabulary, ex B 

 

 

p11, Language Focus, ex C; p37, Pronunciation, ex B; 
p49, Pronunciation; p73, Pronunciation 

SPOKEN FLUENCY: 

Pre-A1 

Can manage very short, isolated, rehearsed, utterances 
using gesture and signalled requests for help when 
necessary. 

 

 

p25, Communication, ex B; p48-49, The Real World, ex C; 
p63, Comprehension, ex B 
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Unit 1 Hello! 

PREVIEW (pages 8-9) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

CONVERSATION Can greet people, say his/her name 
and take leave of them. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 10-11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided that 
they are delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual 
gestures to support understanding and 
repeated if necessary. 

 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Can reproduce sounds in the target 
language if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting 
repetition of new sounds). 

C 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can tell people his/her name and ask other 
people their name. 

E 
 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand simple questions which 
directly concern him/her, for example about 
name, age and address or similar things, if 
the person is asking slowly and clearly. 
Can understand simple personal 
information ( e.g. name, age, place of 
residence, origin) when other people 
introduce themselves, provided that they 
speak slowly and clearly directly to him/her, 
and can understand questions on this 
theme addressed to him/her, though the 
questions may need to be repeated. 
 

E 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
INTERACTION 

Can write short phrases to give basic 
information (e.g. name, address, family) on 
a form or in a note, with the use of a 
dictionary. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Greetings (pages 12-13) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple questions 
and statements provided that they are 
delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures 
to support understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can recognise simple greetings. 
Can greet people, say his/her name and take 
leave of them. 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 
 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using short, 
formulaic expressions and relying on gestures 
to reinforce the information. 

C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 13) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire of 
learnt words and phrases can be understood 
with some effort by interlocutors used to 
dealing with speakers of the language group 
concerned.  

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 13) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

CONVERSATION Can greet people, say his/her name and take 
leave of them. 
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READING My Family (pages 14-15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find information about places, times and 
prices on posters, flyers and notices. 

B 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 16) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 
 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 17) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
INTERACTION 

Can write short phrases to give basic 
information (e.g. name, address, family) on a 
form or in a note, with the use of a 
dictionary. 

C 

 

VIDEO Families (page 18) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, family, 
nationality). 

 

 

REVIEW (page 19) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

B, C 
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Unit 2 Where Are You From? 

PREVIEW (pages 20-21) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. 
Pre-A1 No descriptors available. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 22-23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple questions 
and statements provided that they are 
delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures 
to support understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly. 

C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, family, 
nationality). 

C 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. 
Pre-A1 No descriptors available. 

D, E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Flags (pages 24-25) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. 
Pre-A1 No descriptors available. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS  

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, 
age, family), using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, provided he/she 
can prepare in advance. 
 

C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 25) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly. 

A 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Can reproduce correctly a limited range of 
sounds as well as the stress on simple, 
familiar words and phrases. 

B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 25) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can manage very short, isolated, rehearsed, 
utterances using gesture and signalled 
requests for help when necessary. 

B 
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READING Naomi Osaka (pages 26-27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN)  

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 

 

COMPREHENSION (pages 26-27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find information about places, times and 
prices on posters, flyers and notices. 

A 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, family, 
nationality). 

B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 28) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly. 

B 
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WRITING (page 29) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
INTERACTION 

Can write short phrases to give basic 
information (e.g. name, address, family) on a 
form or in a note, with the use of a 
dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

VIDEO A Fast Race (page 30) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple questions 
and statements provided that they are 
delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures 
to support understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 
 

B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, age, 
family), using simple words and formulaic 
expressions, provided he/she can prepare 
in advance. 
 

 

 

REVIEW (page 31) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 
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Unit 3 What’s That? 

PREVIEW (pages 32-33) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, family, 
nationality). 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 34-35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 
Can recognise everyday, familiar 
words, provided they are delivered 
clearly and slowly in a clearly 
defined, familiar, everyday context. 
 

 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ 
and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Counting Animals (pages 36-37) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire 
of learnt words and phrases can be 
understood with some effort by 
interlocutors used to dealing with 
speakers of the language group 
concerned.  

 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 
Can recognise everyday, familiar 
words, provided they are delivered 
clearly and slowly in a clearly defined, 
familiar, everyday context. 

C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 37) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

B 
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COMMUNICATION (page 37) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask for and give a phone 
number. 

 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Can reproduce correctly a limited range of 
sounds as well as the stress on simple, 
familiar words and phrases. 

 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand a number of familiar words 
and greetings and recognise key information 
such as numbers, prices, dates and days of 
the week, provided speech is delivered very 
slowly, with repetition if necessary. 

 

 

READING Amazing Chameleons (pages 38-39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

B 

 

COMPREHENSION (pages 38-39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find information about places, times and 
prices on posters, flyers and notices. 

A 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, 
age, family), using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, provided he/she 
can prepare in advance. 

B 
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VOCABULARY (pages 40-41) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

 

WRITING (page 41) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

VIDEO The National Geographic Photo Ark (page 42) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple questions 
and statements provided that they are 
delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures 
to support understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about themselves, 
giving basic personal information (e.g. name, 
address, family, nationality). 
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REVIEW (page 43) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 
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Unit 4 It’s A Celebration! 

PREVIEW (pages 44-45) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 46-47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided that 
they are delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures 
to support understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire 
of learnt words and phrases can be 
understood with some effort by 
interlocutors used to dealing with 
speakers of the language group 
concerned.  
 

C, D, F 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly. 

E 
 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand a number of familiar words 
and greetings and recognise key 
information such as numbers, prices, dates 
and days of the week, provided speech is 
delivered very slowly, with repetition if 
necessary. 

F 
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THE REAL WORLD Seasons (pages 48-49) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise everyday, familiar words, 
provided they are delivered clearly and 
slowly in a clearly defined, familiar, everyday 
context. 

 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 
 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can manage very short, isolated, rehearsed, 
utterances using gesture and signalled 
requests for help when necessary. 

C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 49) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 
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COMMUNICATION (page 49) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can fill in very simple registration forms with 
basic personal details: name, address, 
nationality, marital status. 

A 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can tell people his/her name and ask other 
people their name. 
Can use and understand simple numbers in 
everyday conversations.  
Can say and ask people about their age. 
Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 

 

READING Hanami (pages 50-51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 
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COMPREHENSION (pages 50-51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, age, 
family), using simple words and formulaic 
expressions, provided he/she can prepare 
in advance. 

B 

 

VOCABULARY (pages 52-53) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly. 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find information about places, times and 
prices on posters, flyers and notices. 

C 

 

WRITING (page 53) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 
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VIDEO Festival of Colors (page 54) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided that 
they are delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures 
to support understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 
 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using short, 
formulaic expressions and relying on 
gestures to reinforce the information. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 55) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 
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Unit 5 My Home 

PREVIEW (pages 56-57) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 58-59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple questions 
and statements provided that they are 
delivered slowly and clearly and 
accompanied by visuals or manual gestures 
to support understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Dinosaur in the Room (pages 60-61) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B, C 
 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 61) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire 
of learnt words and phrases can be 
understood with some effort by 
interlocutors used to dealing with 
speakers of the language group 
concerned.  

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 61) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, age, 
family), using simple words and formulaic 
expressions, provided he/she can prepare in 
advance. 
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READING A Tiny House (pages 62-63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find information about places, times and 
prices on posters, flyers and notices. 

B 

 

COMPREHENSION (pages 62-63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can manage very short, isolated, rehearsed, 
utterances using gesture and signalled 
requests for help when necessary. 

B 

 

VOCABULARY (pages 64-65) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

B, C 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire 
of learnt words and phrases can be 
understood with some effort by 
interlocutors used to dealing with 
speakers of the language group 
concerned.  

 

B 
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WRITING (page 65) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

VIDEO Strange Houses (page 66) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are 
delivered very slowly and clearly. 

A, B 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 67) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 
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Unit 6 What Time Is It? 

PREVIEW (pages 68-69) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and tell day, time of day and date. 

 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 70-71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and tell day, time of day and 
date. 

C, E 

CONVERSATION Can recognise simple greetings. D, E 
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THE REAL WORLD A Day in Sao Paulo (pages 72-73) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 73) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target 
language if carefully guided. 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 73) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and tell day, time of day and date. 
 

B 

 

READING A Special Clock (pages 74-75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 
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COMPREHENSION (pages 74-75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

 

VOCABULARY (pages 76-77) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 77) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 
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VIDEO Around the World (page 78) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and tell day, time of day and date. 

 

 

 

REVIEW (page 79) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 
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Time Zones 1: Framework Level Pre-A1 

Communicative Activities 

Reception (spoken) 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION: 

Pre-A1  

Can understand short, very simple questions and 
statements provided that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or manual gestures to 
support understanding and repeated if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can recognise everyday, familiar words, provided they are 
delivered clearly and slowly in a clearly defined, familiar, 
everyday context. 

Can recognise numbers, prices, dates and days of the week, 
provided they are delivered slowly and clearly in a defined, 
familiar, everyday context. 

 

 

P8, Language Focus ex B; p10, The Real World ex C; 
p16 Video, ex A, B; P20, Language Focus, ex B; p22, 
The Real World, ex C; p28, Video, ex A; p31, Preview, 
ex B; p32, Language Focus, ex B; p40, Video, ex A; 
p43, Preview, ex B; p44, Language Focus, ex B; p52, 
Video, ex A, B; p55, Preview, ex A,B; p56, Language 
Focus, ex B; p64, Video, ex A,B; p67, Preview, ex B; 
p68, Language Focus, ex B; p70, The Real World, ex B; 
p76, Video, ex A, B; p79, Preview, ex B; p80, Language 
Focus, ex B; p82, The Real World, ex A; p88, Video, ex 
A, B; p92, Language Focus, ex B; p94, The Real World, 
ex B, C; p100, Video, ex A, B; p103, Preview, ex A; 
p104, Language Focus, ex B; p106, The Real World, ex 
A, B; p107, Pronunciation; p112, Video, ex A; p114, 
Preview, ex B; p116, Language Focus, ex B; p118, The 
Real World, ex A; p124, Video, ex A; p127, Preview, ex 
A, B; p128 Language Focus, ex B; p130, The Real 
World, ex B; p136, Video, ex A, B; p139, Preview, ex 
B; p140, Language Focus, ex B; p142, The Real World, 
ex B, C; p148, Video, ex A, B 
 

p10, The Real World, ex B; p91, Preview, ex A, B 

 

p46, The Real World, ex A; p94, The Real World, ex A; 
p95, Pronunciation 
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LISTENING TO ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand short, simple instructions for actions 
such as ‘Stop,’ ‘Close the door,’ etc., provided they are 
delivered slowly face-to- face, accompanied by pictures 
or manual gestures and repeated if necessary. 

 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA AND RECORDINGS: 

Pre-A1  

Can recognise words, names and numbers that he/she 
already knows in simple, short recordings, provided that 
they are delivered very slowly and clearly 

p7, Preview, ex A, B; p8, Language Focus, ex A, D; p10, 
The Real World, ex C; p11, Pronunciation, ex A, B; p16, 
Video, ex C; p18, Preview, ex A; p20, Language Focus, ex 
A; p22, The Real World, ex B; p23, Pronunciation, ex A, 
B; p28, Video, ex B; p31, Preview, ex A, B; p32, Language 
Focus, ex A; p34, The Real World, ex B, C; p35, 
Pronunciation; p40, Video, ex B; p43, Preview, ex A, B; 
p44, Language Focus, ex A; p46, The Real World, ex B; 
p47, Pronunciation; p52, Video, ex A, B; p55, Preview, ex 
A, B; p56, Language Focus, ex A; p58, The Real World, ex 
B, C; p59, Pronunciation, A, B; p64, Video, ex B; p67, 
Preview, ex B; p68, Language Focus, ex A; p70, The Real 
World, ex C; p71, Pronunciation, ex A, B; p76, Video, ex 
A, B; p79, Preview, A, B; p80, Language Focus, ex A; p82, 
The Real World, ex B; p83, Pronunciation, ex A, B; p88, 
Video, ex A, B; p91, Preview, ex A, B; p92, Language 
Focus, ex A; p100, Video, ex A, B; p103, Preview, ex A; 
p104, Language Focus, ex A; p112, Video, ex B; p114, 
Preview, ex A, B; p116, Language Focus, ex A; p118, The 
Real World, ex B; p119, Pronunciation; p124, Video, ex 
B; p127, Preview, ex A, B; p128, Language Focus, ex A; 
p130, The Real World, ex C; p131, Pronunciation; p136, 
Video, ex A, B; p139, Preview, ex A, B; p140, Language 
Focus, ex A; p143, Pronunciation; p148, Video, ex A, B 
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Written Reception 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION: 

Pre-A1 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied by pictures, 
such as a fast-food restaurant menu illustrated with 
photos or a picture book using familiar vocabulary. 

p7, Preview, ex A, B; p11, Communication, ex A; p15, 
Writing, ex A; p27, Writing, ex A; p39, Writing, ex A; p43, 
Preview, ex A; p51, Writing, ex A; p55, Preview, ex A; 
p63, Writing, ex A; p87, Writing, ex A; p103, Preview, ex 
B; p111, Writing, ex A; p132, Reading ex A; p135, 
Writing, ex A; p147, Writing, ex A 

READING CORRESPONDENCE: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand from a letter, card or email the event to 
which he/she is being invited and the information given 
about day, time and location. 

Can recognise times and places in very simple notes and 
text messages from friends or colleagues, for example 
‘Back at 4 o’clock’ or ‘In the meeting room,’ provided 
there are no abbreviations 

 

 

p123, Writing, ex A 

 

p75, Writing, ex A; p99. Writing, ex A 
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READING FOR ORIENTATION: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand simple everyday signs such as ‘Parking,’ 
‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No smoking,’ etc.  

 

 

Can find information about places, times and prices on 
posters, flyers and notices. 

 

 

 

 

p12, Reading, ex A, B; p14, Comprehension, ex A; p15, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p24, Reading, ex B; p26, 
Comprehension, ex A, B; p27, Vocabulary, ex A; p36, 
Reading, ex B,C; p38, Comprehension, ex A, B; p39, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p49, Reading, ex B, C; p50, 
Comprehension, ex B; p51, Vocabulary, ex A, B; p60, 
Reading, ex B; p62, Comprehension, ex A, B; p63, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p72, Reading, ex B,C; p74, 
Comprehension, ex B; p75, Vocabulary, ex A; p84, 
Reading, ex A, B, C; p86, Comprehension, ex A, B; p87, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p96, Reading, ex B, C; p98, 
Comprehension, ex A, B; p99, Vocabulary, ex A; p109, 
Reading, ex A, B; p110, Comprehension, ex B; p111, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p121, Reading, ex B, C; p122, 
Comprehension, ex B; p123, Vocabulary, ex A; p132, 
Reading, ex B; p134, Comprehension, ex B; p135, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p144, Reading, ex A, B, C; p146, 
Comprehension, ex B; p147, Vocabulary, ex A 

READING FOR INFORMATION AND ARGUMENT: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand the simplest informational material that 
consists of familiar words and pictures, such as a fast-
food restaurant menu illustrated with photos or an 
illustrated story formulated in very simple, everyday 
words 

p 8, Language Focus, ex A; p14, Comprehension, ex A, B; 
p20, Language Focus, ex A; p26, Comprehension, ex A, B; 
p32, Language Focus, ex A; p38, Comprehension, ex A, B; 
p44, Language Focus, ex A; p50, Comprehension, ex A, B; 
p56, Language Focus, ex A, C; p62, Comprehension, ex A, 
B; p68, Language Focus, ex A, D; p74, Comprehension, ex 
A, B; p80, Language Focus, ex A; p82, The Real World, ex 
C; p86, Comprehension, ex A, B, C; p92, Language Focus, 
ex A; p98, Comprehension, ex A, B; p104, Language 
Focus, ex A; p106, The Real World, ex C; p110, 
Comprehension, ex A, B; p116, Language Focus, ex A; 
p118, The Real World, ex C; p122, Comprehension, ex A, 
B; p128, Language Focus, ex A; p134, Comprehension, A, 
B; p140, Language Focus, ex A; p146, Comprehension, ex 
A, B    
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READING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand very short, simple, instructions used in 
familiar, everyday contexts such as ‘No parking,’ ‘No 
food or drink,’ etc., especially if there are illustrations. 

p 24, Reading, ex A; p36, Reading, ex A; p49, Reading, ex 
A; p121, Reading, ex A 

 

Reception Strategies 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN): 

Pre-A1 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

 

p 7, Preview, ex A; p10, The Real World, ex A; p18, 
Preview, ex A; p31, Preview, ex A; p32, Language Focus, 
ex A; p44, Language Focus, ex A; p56, Language Focus, 
ex A; p67, Preview, ex A; p68, Language Focus, ex A; p79, 
Preview, ex A; p80, Language Focus, ex A, E; p91, 
Preview, ex A; p92, Language Focus, ex A; p103, Preview, 
ex A; p104, Language Focus, ex A; p114, Preview, ex A; 
p116, Language Focus, ex A; p127, Preview, ex A; p139, 
Preview, ex A; p142, The Real World, ex A 

 

Spoken Production 

OVERALL SPOKEN PRODUCTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can produce short phrases about themselves, giving 
basic personal information (e.g. name, address, family, 
nationality). 

 

 

 

p14, Comprehension, ex C; p56, Language Focus, ex E; 
p68, Language Focus, ex E; p79, Preview, ex C 

 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE: 

Pre-A1 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, age, family), 
using simple words and formulaic expressions, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

 

Can say how he/she is feeling using simple words like 
‘happy’, ‘tired’, accompanied by body language. 

p10, The Real World, ex D; p22, The Real World, ex D; 
p46, The Real World, ex D; p74, Comprehension, ex C; 
p132, Reading, ex C 
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Written Production 

OVERALL WRITTEN PRODUCTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can give basic personal information in writing (e.g. 
name, address, nationality), perhaps with the use of a 
dictionary. 

p11, Communication, ex A; p14, Comprehension, ex B; 
p15, Writing, ex B, C; p27, Writing, ex B, C; p39, Writing, 
ex B, C; p63, Writing, ex B, C; p87, Writing, ex B, C; p111, 
Writing, ex C; p135, Writing, ex B, C; p147, Writing, ex B, 
C  

 

Spoken Interaction 

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can ask and answer questions about him/herself and 
daily routines, using short, formulaic expressions and 
relying on gestures to reinforce the information. 

UNDERSTANDING AN INTERLOCUTOR: 

Pre-A1 

Can understand simple questions which directly concern 
him/her, for example about name, age and address or 
similar things, if the person is asking slowly and clearly. 

Can understand simple personal information ( e.g. 
name, age, place of residence, origin) when other 
people introduce themselves, provided that they speak 
slowly and clearly directly to him/her, and can 
understand questions on this theme addressed to 
him/her, though the questions may need to be 
repeated. 

Can understand a number of familiar words and 
greetings and recognise key information such as 
numbers, prices, dates and days of the week, provided 
speech is delivered very slowly, with repetition if 
necessary. 

 

p43, Preview, ex C; p44, Language Focus, ex E; p58, The 
Real World, ex A, D; p67, Preview, ex C; p91, Preview, ex 
C; p139, Preview, ex C 

 

 

 

p44, Language Focus, ex E; p116, Language Focus, ex E 

  
 
p44, Language Focus, ex E 

 

 

 

 
p110, Comprehension, ex C 
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CONVERSATION: 

Pre-A1  

Can understand and use some basic, formulaic 
expressions such as ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ ‘Excuse me,’ ‘Please,’ 
‘Thank you,’ ‘No thank you,’ ‘Sorry.’ 

Can recognise simple greetings. 

Can greet people, say his/her name and take leave of 
them. 

 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH FRIENDS): 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, foods, etc., 
using a limited repertoire of expressions, when 
addressed clearly, slowly and directly. (A1) 

 

No descriptors available (Pre-A1)  

 

 

p8, Language Focus, ex E 

 

 

 

 

 

p55, Preview, ex C; p94, The Real World, ex D; p114, 
Preview, ex C; p127, Preview, ex C; p130, The Real 
World, ex A 

 

 

OBTAINING GOODS AND SERVICES: 

Pre- A1  

Can make simple purchases and/or order food or drink 
when pointing or other gesture can support the verbal 
reference. 

p92, Language Focus, ex E; p95, Communication, ex A, B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE: 

Pre-A1 

Can tell people his/her name and ask other people their 
name. 

Can use and understand simple numbers in everyday 
conversations. Can ask and tell day, time of day and 
date. 

Can ask for and give a date of birth. Can ask for and give 
a phone number. 

Can say and ask people about their age. 

Can ask very simple questions for information, such as 
‘What is this?’ and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

p7, Preview, ex C; p8, Language Focus, ex E; p10, The 
Real World, ex D; p11, Communication, ex B; p18, 
Preview, ex B, C; p23, Communication, ex B; p32, 
Language Focus, ex E; p35, Communication, ex B; p47, 
Communication; p50, Comprehension, ex C; p59, 
Communication; p62, Comprehension, ex C; p71, 
Communication; p80, Language Focus, ex E; p83, 
Communication; p95, Communication, ex A, B; p96, 
Reading, ex A; p107, Communication; p114, Preview, ex 
C; p116, Language Focus, ex E; p119, Communication; 
p131, Communication; p143, Communication 
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Written Interaction 

OVERALL WRITTEN INTERACTION: 

Pre-A1 

Can write short phrases to give basic information (e.g. 
name, address, family) on a form or in a note, with the 
use of a dictionary. 

 

p68, Language Focus, ex C 

CORRESPONDENCE: 

Pre-A1 

Can write short phrases and sentences giving basic 
personal information with reference to a dictionary. 

p51, Writing, ex, B, C; p75, Writing, ex B, C; p123, 
Writing, ex C; p147, Writing, ex C 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND FORMS 

Pre-A1 

Can fill in very simple registration forms with basic 
personal details: name, address, nationality, marital 
status. 

 

 

 

Online Interaction 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION: 
Pre-A1 
Can post simple online greetings, using basic 
formulaic expressions and emoticons. 
 
Can post online short simple statements about 
him/herself (e.g. relationship status, nationality, 
occupation), provided he/she can select them from 
a menu and/or refer to an online translation tool. 
 

p99, Writing, ex C 

GOAL-ORIENTED ONLINE TRANSACTIONS AND 
COLLABORATION 
Pre-A1 
Can make selections (e.g. choosing a product, size, 
colour) in a simple online purchase or application 
form, provided there is visual support. 
 
 
A2 Can recall and rehearse an appropriate set of 
phrases from his repertoire. 
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Mediation Activities 
RELAYING SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN SPEECH: 
 
Pre-A1 
 
Can relay (in Language B) simple instructions about 
places and times (given in Language A), provided 
these are repeated very slowly and clearly. 
 
Can relay (in Language B) very basic information 
(e.g. numbers and prices) from short, simple, 
illustrated texts (written in Language A). 
 

p11, Communication, ex C; p12, Reading, ex C; p103, 
Preview, ex C 
 
 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE: 
Pre-A1 
Can use isolated words and basic expressions in 
order to give simple information about 
him/herself. 
 

p8, Language Focus, ex D; p24, Reading, ex C; p55, 
Preview, ex C; p79, Preview, ex C; p91, Preview, ex C; 
p103, Preview, ex C; p139, Preview, ex C 
 
 
 
 

VOCABULARY RANGE: 
Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words and 
phrases related to particular concrete situations. 
(A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

 p15, Vocabulary, ex A, B; p17, Review, ex A, B, C; p27, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p29, Review, ex A, B, C; p34, The Real 
World, ex A, D; p39, Vocabulary, ex A, B; p41, Review, ex 
A, B, C; p46, The Real World, ex C; p51, Vocabulary, ex A, 
B; p53, Review, ex A, C; p63, Vocabulary, ex A, B; p65, 
Review, ex A, C; p75, Vocabulary, ex A, B; p77, Review, ex 
A, B, C; p87, Vocabulary, ex A, B; p89, Review, ex A, 
C;p99, Vocabulary, ex A, B; p101, Review, ex A, C; p111, 
Vocabulary, ex A, B; p113, Review, ex A, C; p123, 
Vocabulary, ex A, B; p125, Review, ex A, C; p135, 
Vocabulary, ex A, B; p137, Review, ex A, C; p142, The 
Real World, ex C; p147, Vocabulary, ex A; p149, Review, 
ex A, B, C  
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GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY: 
Pre-A1 
Can employ very simple principles of word order in 
short statements. 

 p8, Language Focus, ex B, C; p20, Language Focus, ex B, 
C, D, E; p27, Vocabulary, ex B; p27, Writing, ex C; p29, 
Review, ex B, C; p31, Preview, ex C; p32, Language Focus, 
ex B, C, D; p39, Vocabulary, ex B; p39, Writing, ex C; p41, 
Review, ex B, C; p43, Preview, ex C; p44, Language Focus, 
ex B, C, D, E; p51, Writing, ex C; p53, Review, ex B; p56, 
Language Focus, ex B, D, E; p63, Vocabulary, ex B; p63, 
Writing, ex C; p65, Review, ex B; p67, Preview, ex C; p68, 
Language Focus, ex B, C, D, E; p75, Writing, ex C; p77, 
Review, ex B; p79, Preview, ex C; p80, Language Focus, 
ex B, C, D; p87, Vocabulary, ex B; p87, Writing, ex C; p89, 
Review, ex B; p91, Preview, ex C; p92, Language Focus, 
ex B, C, D; p99, Vocabulary, ex B; p99, Writing, ex C; 
p101, Review, ex B; p103, Preview, ex C; p104, Language 
Focus, ex B, C, D, E; p111, Vocabulary, ex B; p111, 
Writing, ex C; p113, Review, ex B; p116, Language Focus, 
ex B, C, D; p123, Writing, ex C; p125, Review, ex B; p128, 
Language Focus, ex B, C, D, E; p135, Writing, ex C; p137, 
Review, ex B; p139, Preview, ex C; p140, Language Focus, 
ex B, C, D, E; p147, Vocabulary, ex B; p147, Writing, ex C 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION: 
Pre-A1 
Can communicate very basic information about 
personal details in a simple way. 
 

p68, Language Focus, ex E 
 

SPOKEN FLUENCY: 
Pre-A1 
Can manage very short, isolated, rehearsed, 
utterances using gesture and signalled requests for 
help when necessary. 

p20, Language Focus, ex E; p22, The Real World, ex A 
 



 

 

Unit 1 What’s Your Favorite Video Game? 

PREVIEW (pages 6-7) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN)  

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words 
accompanied by pictures, such as a 
fast-food restaurant menu illustrated 
with photos or a picture book using 
familiar vocabulary. 

A, B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ 
and understand 1- or 2-word 
answers. 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 8-9) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

D 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

D 

CONVERSATION Can greet people, say his/her name 
and take leave of them. 

E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ 
and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

E 
 

  



 

 

THE REAL WORLD The World’s Favorite Sports (pages 10-11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 
 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise everyday, familiar 
words, provided they are delivered 
clearly and slowly in a clearly 
defined, familiar, everyday context. 

 

B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

C 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS  

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, 
age, family), using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, provided he/she 
can prepare in advance. 
 

D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

  



 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

A 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 

RELAYING SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION IN SPEECH 

Can relay (in Language B) very basic 
information (e.g. numbers and prices) from 
short, simple, illustrated texts (written in 
Language A). 

C 

  

READING My Favorite Things (pages 12-13) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

RELAYING SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION IN SPEECH 

Can relay (in Language B) very basic 
information (e.g. numbers and prices) from 
short, simple, illustrated texts (written in 
Language A). 

C 

 

  



 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 14) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, family, 
nationality). 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

 

  



 

 

VIDEO What’s Your Favorite? (page 16) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 17) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 2 This Place Is Amazing! 

PREVIEW (pages 18-19) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN)  

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B, C 
 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 20-21) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can manage very short, isolated, 
rehearsed, utterances using gesture 
and signalled requests for help when 
necessary. 

E 

  



 

 

THE REAL WORLD Wonders of the World (pages 22-23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can manage very short, isolated, rehearsed, 
utterances using gesture and signalled 
requests for help when necessary. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS  

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, 
age, family), using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, provided he/she 
can prepare in advance. 
 

D 

  

PRONUNCIATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 

 

  



 

 

READING Amazing Places (pages 24-25) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can understand very short, simple, 
instructions used in familiar, everyday 
contexts such as ‘No parking,’ ‘No food or 
drink,’ etc., especially if there are 
illustrations. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic expressions 
in order to give simple information about 
him/herself. 

C 

  

COMPREHENSION (page 26) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

  



 

 

WRITING (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

VIDEO Ha Long Bay (page 28) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

B 

 

REVIEW (page 29) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B, C 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 3 Where’s the Lion? 

PREVIEW (pages 30-31) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN)  

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 
 

 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 32-33) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ 
and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

E 
 

 

THE REAL WORLD Life in Antarctica (pages 34-35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, D 
 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B,C 

 

  



 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

B 

 

READING Strange Animals (pages 36-37) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can understand very short, simple, 
instructions used in familiar, everyday 
contexts such as ‘No parking,’ ‘No food or 
drink,’ etc., especially if there are 
illustrations. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B, C 

  

  



 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 38) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

RELAYING SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION IN WRITING 

Can list (in Language B) names, numbers, 
prices and very simple information from 
texts (written Language A) that are of 
immediate interest, that are written in very 
simple language and contain illustrations. 

B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 



 

 

 VIDEO Ocean Oddities (page 40) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

B 

  

REVIEW (page 41) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B, C 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 4 This Is My Family 

PREVIEW (pages 42-43) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using 
short, formulaic expressions and 
relying on gestures to reinforce the 
information. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

C 
 

   



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 44-45) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 
 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using 
short, formulaic expressions and 
relying on gestures to reinforce the 
information. 

E 
 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand simple questions 
which directly concern him/her, for 
example about name, age and address 
or similar things, if the person is asking 
slowly and clearly. 
Can understand simple personal 
information ( e.g. name, age, place of 
residence, origin) when other people 
introduce themselves, provided that 
they speak slowly and clearly directly to 
him/her, and can understand questions 
on this theme addressed to him/her, 
though the questions may need to be 
repeated. 
 

E 

   



 

 

THE REAL WORLD People In My Family (pages 46-47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise numbers, prices, dates and 
days of the week, provided they are 
delivered slowly and clearly in a defined, 
familiar, everyday context. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

C 
 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, 
age, family), using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, provided he/she 
can prepare in advance. 

 

D 

  

PRONUNCIATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

READING From Japan to Hawaii  (pages 48-49) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can understand very short, simple, 
instructions used in familiar, everyday 
contexts such as ‘No parking,’ ‘No food or 
drink,’ etc., especially if there are 
illustrations. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B, C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 50) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

 

  



 

 

WRITING (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

CORRESPONDENCE 
 

Can write short phrases and sentences giving 
basic personal information with reference to 
a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

VIDEO The Bhatti Family (page 52) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

A, B 

  

REVIEW (page 53) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

  



 

 

Unit 5 I Like Fruit! 

PREVIEW (pages 54-55) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for 
sports, foods, etc., using a limited 
repertoire of expressions, when 
addressed clearly, slowly and directly. 
(A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 56-57) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 
 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, C 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, D, E 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, 
family, nationality). 

E 

 

THE REAL WORLD School Meals (pages 58-59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using short, 
formulaic expressions and relying on 
gestures to reinforce the information. 

A, D 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B, C 

 

  



 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

RELAYING SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION IN WRITING 

Can list (in Language B) names, numbers, 
prices and very simple information from 
texts (written Language A) that are of 
immediate interest, that are written in very 
simple language and contain illustrations. 

 

  

READING Foodscapes (pages 60-61) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 62) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

C 



 

 

VOCABULARY (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

  

VIDEO Our Favorite Food (page 64) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B 

 

  



 

 

REVIEW (page 65) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 6 What Time Does Class Start? 

PREVIEW (pages 66-67) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using 
short, formulaic expressions and 
relying on gestures to reinforce the 
information. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 68-69) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, D 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
INTERACTION 

Can write short phrases to give basic 
information (e.g. name, address, 
family) on a form or in a note, with 
the use of a dictionary. 

C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, 
family, nationality). 

E 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION Can communicate very basic 
information about personal details in 
a simple way. 

E 

  



 

 

THE REAL WORLD The Flying Classroom (pages 70-71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

READING Kakenya’s Dream (pages 72-73) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B, C 

 

  



 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 74) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, 
age, family), using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, provided he/she 
can prepare in advance. 

 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

 

WRITING (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can recognise times and places in very 
simple notes and text messages from friends 
or colleagues, for example ‘Back at 4 o’clock’ 
or ‘In the meeting room,’ provided there are 
no abbreviations. 

A 

CORRESPONDENCE 
 

Can write short phrases and sentences giving 
basic personal information with reference to 
a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

   



 

 

VIDEO Kakenya’s School (page 76) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

REVIEW (page 77) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 7 Can Elephants Swim? 

PREVIEW (pages 78-79) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN PRODUCTION Can produce short phrases about 
themselves, giving basic personal 
information (e.g. name, address, 
family, nationality). 

C 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 80-81) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word 
from an accompanying picture or 
icon. 

E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ 
and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

E 
 

  



 

 

THE REAL WORLD Clever Crows (pages 82-83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

READING Animal Smarts (pages 84-85) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B, C 



 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 86) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B, C 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

  



 

 

VIDEO Intelligent Dolphins (page 88) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

REVIEW (page 89) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 8 How Much Is That T-Shirt? 

PREVIEW (pages 90-91) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise everyday, familiar 
words, provided they are delivered 
clearly and slowly in a clearly 
defined, familiar, everyday context. 
 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using 
short, formulaic expressions and 
relying on gestures to reinforce the 
information. 

C 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 92-93) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D 

OBTAINING GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Can make simple purchases and/or 
order food or drink when pointing or 
other gesture can support the verbal 
reference. 

E 
 

  



 

 

THE REAL WORLD Haggling (pages 94-95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise numbers, prices, dates and 
days of the week, provided they are 
delivered slowly and clearly in a defined, 
familiar, everyday context. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B, C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for 
sports, foods, etc., using a limited 
repertoire of expressions, when 
addressed clearly, slowly and directly. 
(A1) 

No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise numbers, prices, dates and 
days of the week, provided they are 
delivered slowly and clearly in a defined, 
familiar, everyday context. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

A, B 

OBTAINING GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Can make simple purchases and/or order 
food or drink when pointing or other gesture 
can support the verbal reference. 

A, B 

   



 

 

READING It’s a Pop-Up Store! (pages 96-97) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B, C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 98) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

  



 

 

WRITING (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can recognise times and places in very 
simple notes and text messages from friends 
or colleagues, for example ‘Back at 4 o’clock’ 
or ‘In the meeting room,’ provided there are 
no abbreviations. 

A 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can post simple online greetings, using 
basic formulaic expressions and emoticons. 

 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

VIDEO Singles Day (page 100) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

A, B 

 

REVIEW (page 101) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

 

 



 

 

Unit 9 What Are You Doing? 

PREVIEW (pages 102-103) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 
 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words 
accompanied by pictures, such as a 
fast-food restaurant menu illustrated 
with photos or a picture book using 
familiar vocabulary. 

B 

RELAYING SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION IN SPEECH 

Can relay (in Language B) very basic 
information (e.g. numbers and prices) 
from short, simple, illustrated texts 
(written in Language A). 

C 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 104-105) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

 

THE REAL WORLD Studying the Past (pages 106-107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

C 

 

  



 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

READING Printing the Future (pages 108-109) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B 

 

  



 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 110) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand a number of familiar words 
and greetings and recognise key information 
such as numbers, prices, dates and days of 
the week, provided speech is delivered very 
slowly, with repetition if necessary. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

   



 

 

VIDEO A Helping Hand (page 112) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

B 

  

REVIEW (page 113) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 10 What’s The Weather Like? 

PREVIEW (pages 114-115) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ 
and understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for 
sports, foods, etc., using a limited 
repertoire of expressions, when 
addressed clearly, slowly and directly. 
(A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

C 
 

 

 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (page 116-117) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D 

RELAYING SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION IN WRITING 

Can list (in Language B) names, 
numbers, prices and very simple 
information from texts (written 
Language A) that are of immediate 
interest, that are written in very 
simple language and contain 
illustrations. 

C 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand simple questions 
which directly concern him/her, for 
example about name, age and address 
or similar things, if the person is asking 
slowly and clearly. 
 

E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

E 

  



 

 

THE REAL WORLD Weather Birds (pages 118-119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

B 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

  



 

 

READING A Weather Balloon Project (pages 120-121) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can understand very short, simple, 
instructions used in familiar, everyday 
contexts such as ‘No parking,’ ‘No food or 
drink,’ etc., especially if there are 
illustrations. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B, C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 122) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

 

  



 

 

WRITING (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand from a letter, card or 
email the event to which he/she is being 
invited and the information given about 
day, time and location. 

 

A 

CORRESPONDENCE Can write short phrases and sentences giving 
basic personal information with reference to 
a dictionary. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

  

VIDEO Loki Lego Launcher (page 124) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

B 

 

REVIEW (page 125) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

  



 

 

Unit 11 I Went to Australia! 

PREVIEW (pages 126-127) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for 
sports, foods, etc., using a limited 
repertoire of expressions, when 
addressed clearly, slowly and directly. 
(A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 128-129) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

 

THE REAL WORLD Micro Adventures (pages 130-131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and 
numbers that he/she already knows 
in simple, short recordings, provided 
that they are delivered very slowly 
and clearly 

C 

  



 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

READING Through Jordan (pages 132-133) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe him/herself (e.g. name, 
age, family), using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, provided he/she 
can prepare in advance. 

 

C 

  



 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 134) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

 

VOCABULARY (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

 

WRITING (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

  



 

 

VIDEO An Amazing Journey (page 136) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

 

REVIEW (page 137) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Unit 12 What Did You Do For New Year’s? 

PREVIEW (pages 138-139) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer questions about 
him/herself and daily routines, using 
short, formulaic expressions and 
relying on gestures to reinforce the 
information 

C 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use isolated words and basic 
expressions in order to give simple 
information about him/herself. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

C 
 

  



 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 140-141) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of 
word order in short statements. 

B, C, D, E 

 

THE REAL WORLD The Day  of the Dead (pages 142-143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of a word from an 
accompanying picture or icon. 

A 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

B, C 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

C 

 

  



 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask very simple questions for 
information, such as ‘What is this?’ and 
understand 1- or 2-word answers. 

 

 

READING The Harbin Ice and Snow Festival (pages 144-145) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A, B, C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 146) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the simplest informational 
material that consists of familiar words and 
pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant menu 
illustrated with photos or an illustrated story 
formulated in very simple, everyday words 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

B 

 

  



 

 

VOCABULARY (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand simple everyday signs such 
as ‘Parking,’ ‘Station,’ ‘Dining room,’ ‘No 
smoking,’ etc. Can find information about 
places, times and prices on posters, flyers 
and notices. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can recognise familiar words accompanied 
by pictures, such as a fast-food restaurant 
menu illustrated with photos or a picture 
book using familiar vocabulary. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give basic personal information in 
writing (e.g. name, address, nationality), 
perhaps with the use of a dictionary. 

B, C 

CORRESPONDENCE Can write short phrases and sentences giving 
basic personal information with reference to 
a dictionary. 

C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Can employ very simple principles of word 
order in short statements. 

C 

 

VIDEO Winter Wonderland (page 148) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, very simple 
questions and statements provided 
that they are delivered slowly and 
clearly and accompanied by visuals or 
manual gestures to support 
understanding and repeated if 
necessary. 

 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can recognise words, names and numbers 
that he/she already knows in simple, short 
recordings, provided that they are delivered 
very slowly and clearly 

A, B 



 

 

 

REVIEW (page 149) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of words 
and phrases related to particular concrete 
situations. (A1) 
No descriptors available (Pre-A1) 

A, B, C 
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Time Zones 2: Framework Level A1 

Communicative Activities 

Reception (spoken) 
OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION: 

Can follow speech that is very slow and carefully 
articulated, with long pauses for him/her to assimilate 
meaning. 

Can recognise concrete information (e.g. places and times) 
on familiar topics encountered in everyday life, provided it 
is delivered in slow and clear speech. 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING CONVERSATION BETWEEN OTHER 
SPEAKERS: 

Can understand some words and expressions when people 
are talking about him/herself, family, school, hobbies or 
surroundings, provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

Can understand words and short sentences when listening 
to a simple conversation (e.g. between a customer and a 
salesperson in a shop), provided that people talk very 
slowly and very clearly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

p8, Language Focus, exs A, C; p20, Language Focus, 
exs A, C; p32, Language Focus, exs A, C; p44, 
Language Focus, ex A; p56, Language Focus, ex A; 
p68, Language Focus, exs A, C, D; p80, Language 
Focus, exs A, C, D; p92, Language Focus, exs A, C, D; 
p104, Language Focus, exs A, C, D; p116, Language 
Focus, exs A, C, D; p127, Preview, ex B; p128, 
Language Focus, exs A, C, D; p138, Preview, ex B; 
p140, Language Focus, exs A, C, D 
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LISTENING TO ANNOUNCEMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS: 

Can understand instructions addressed carefully and slowly 
to him/her and follow short, simple directions. 

Can understand when someone tells him/her slowly and 
clearly where something is, provided the object is in the 
immediate environment. 

Can understand figures, prices and times given slowly and 
clearly in an announcement by loudspeaker, e.g. at a 
railway station or in a shop. 

 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & RECORDINGS: 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. places and times) 
from short audio recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and clearly. 

P96, Communicate ex A; p106, Communicate ex A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p7, Preview, ex B; p 8-9, Language Focus, ex C; p10, 
The Real World, ex B; p11, Pronunciation; p18, 
Preview, ex A; p20, Language Focus, ex C; p23, 
Pronunciation, ex A; p31, Preview, ex A; p32, 
Language Focus, ex C; p34, The Real World, exs C, D; 
p35, Pronunciation, ex A; p43, Preview, ex B; p44, 
Language Focus, ex D; p54, Preview, ex B; p56, 
Language Focus, ex C; p58, The Real World, ex C; p59, 
Pronunciation, ex A; p67, Preview, ex B; p70, The Real 
World, ex C; p79, Preview, exs A, B; p82, The Real 
World, ex C; p83, Pronunciation; p91, Preview, exs A, 
B; p94, The Real World, ex B; p95, Pronunciation, ex 
B; p102, Preview, exs A, B; p107, Pronunciation; p115, 
Preview, exs A, B; p127, Preview, ex A; p131, 
Pronunciation, ex A; p138, Preview, ex B; p143, 
Pronunciation 
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Written Reception 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION: 

Can understand very short, simple texts a single phrase 
at a time, picking up familiar names, words and basic 
phrases and rereading as required. 

 

 

READING CORRESPONDENCE: 

Can understand short, simple messages on postcards. 

Can understand short, simple messages sent via social 
media or email (e.g. proposing what to do, when and 
where to meet). 

p10, The Real World, ex C; p18, Preview, ex B; p22, The 
Real World, exs A, C; p27, Writing, exs A, C; p34, The 
Real World, ex D; p43, Preview, ex A; p74, 
Comprehension, ex C; p82, The Real World, ex C; p94, 
The Real World, ex C; p111, Writing, ex A 

 
 

p15, Writing, ex A; p87, Writing, ex B; p123, Writing, ex 
B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION (scanning): 

Can recognise familiar names, words and very basic 
phrases on simple notices in the most common everyday 
situations. 

Can understand store guides (information on which 
floors departments are on) and directions (e.g. to where 
to find lifts).  

Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. times when 
meals are served. 

Can find and understand simple, important information 
in advertisements, in programmes for special events, in 
leaflets and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, the 
date and place of the event, departure times etc.). 

p12, Reading, exs A, B; p24, Reading, exs B, C; p36, 
Reading, exs A, B; p49, Reading, exs A, B; p61, Reading, 
exs A, B; p73, Reading, exs A, B; p85, Reading, exs A, B; 
p97, Reading, exs A, B; p108, Reading, exs A, B; p121, 
Reading, exs A, B; p132, Reading, exs A, B; p144, 
Reading, exs A, B 
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READING FOR INFORMATION & ARGUMENT: 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler informational 
material and short simple descriptions, especially if 
there is visual support. 

 

 

 

 

 

Can understand short texts on subjects of personal 
interest (e.g. news flashes about sports, music, travel, or 
stories etc.) written with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

 

p14, Comprehension, ex A; p26, Comprehension, ex A; 
p38, Comprehension, ex A; p46, The Real World, ex A; 
p50, Comprehension, exs A, C; p51, Writing, ex A; p58, 
The Real World, ex A; p62, Comprehension, ex A; p63, 
Writing, ex A; p70, The Real World, ex A; p74, 
Comprehension, ex A; p86, Comprehension, ex A; p98, 
Comprehension, ex A; p99, Writing, exs A, B; p110, 
Comprehension, ex A; p122, Comprehension, ex A; p134, 
Comprehension, exs A, C; p142, The Real World, ex A; 
p146, Comprehension, ex A; p147, Writing, ex A 

 
p8, Language Focus, ex A; p14, Comprehension, ex A; 
p20, Language Focus, ex A; p26, Comprehension, ex A; 
p32, Language Focus, ex A; p38, Comprehension, ex A; 
p39, Writing, ex A; p44, p46, The Real World, ex A;  
Language Focus, ex A; p56, Language Focus, exs A, C; 
p62, Comprehension, ex A; p68, Language Focus, ex A; 
p74, Comprehension, ex A; p75, Writing, ex A; p80, 
Language Focus, ex A; p86, Comprehension, ex A; p92, 
Language Focus, ex A; p98, Comprehension, ex A; p104, 
Language Focus, ex A; p110, Comprehension, ex A; p116, 
Language Focus, ex A; p122, Comprehension, ex A; p128, 
Language Focus, ex A; p134, Comprehension, exs A, C; 
p140, Language Focus, ex A; p146, Comprehension, ex A  

READING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Can follow short, simple written directions (e.g. to go 
from X to Y) 

 

 

READING AS A LEISURE ACTIVITY: 

Can understand short, illustrated narratives about 
everyday activities that are written in simple words. 

Can understand in outline short texts in illustrated 
stories, provided that the images help him/her to guess 
a lot of the content. 

p116, Language Focus, ex D; p118, The Real World, ex C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p135, Writing, ex A 
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Reception Audio/Visual 
Audio-visual Reception 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND VIDEO: 
 
Can recognise familiar words and phrases and 
identify the topics in headline news summaries and 
many of the products in advertisements, by 
exploiting visual information and general 
knowledge. 
 
 

p10, The Real World, exs A, B; p16, Video, exs A, B; p22, 
The Real World, exs A, B; p28, Video, exs A, B, C; p34, 
The Real World, exs B, C; p40, Video, exs A, B, C; p46, The 
Real World, exs B, C; p52, Video, exs A, B, C; p58, The 
Real World, exs B, C; p64, Video, exs A, B, C; p70, The 
Real World, exs B, C; p76, Video, exs A, B; p82, The Real 
World, exs A, B; p88, Video, exs A, B, C; p94, The Real 
World, exs A, B; p100, Video, exs A, B, C; p106, The Real 
World, exs A, B; p112, Video, exs A, B, C; p118, The Real 
World, exs A, B; p124, Video, exs A, B, C; p130, The Real 
World, exs B, C; p136, Video, exs A, B, C; p142, The Real 
World, exs B, C; p148, Video, exs A, B, C 
 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN): 
 
Can deduce the meaning of an unknown word for a 
concrete action or object, provided the 
surrounding text is very simple, and on a familiar 
everyday subject. 
 
 

p12, Reading, ex A; p15, Vocabulary, ex A; p16, Video, ex 
C; p27, Vocabulary, ex A; p39, Vocabulary, ex A; p51, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p63, Vocabulary, ex A; p75, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p87, Vocabulary, ex A; p99, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p111, Vocabulary, ex A; p123, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p134, Comprehension, ex A; p135, 
Vocabulary, exs A, B; p147, Vocabulary, exs A, B 
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Spoken Production 

OVERALL SPOKEN PRODUCTION: 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases about 
people and places. 

 

 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  Describing Experience: 

Can describe him/herself, what he/she does and where 
he/she lives. 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her everyday life in a 
series of simple sentences, using simple words and basic 
phrases, provided he/she can prepare in advance 

 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  Giving Information: 

Can give a simple description of an object or picture 
while showing it to others using basic words, phrases 
and formulaic expressions, provided he/she can prepare 
in advance 

p12, Reading, ex C; p20, Language Focus, ex E; p32, 
Language Focus, ex E; p43, Preview, ex C; p44, Language 
Focus, ex E; p46, The Real World, ex D; p54, Preview, ex 
C; p58, The Real World, ex D; p59, Communication; 
p131, Communication; p132, Reading, ex C 

 

p70, The Real World, ex D; p91, Preview, ex C; p102, 
Preview, ex C; p106, The Real World, ex D; p108, 
Reading, ex C; p115, Preview, ex C; p121, Reading, ex C; 
p127, Preview, ex C; p130, The Real World, ex A; p138, 
Preview, ex C; p140, Language Focus, ex E 

 

 

 
p7, Preview, ex A; p18, Preview, ex C; p22, The Real 
World, ex D; p24, Reading, ex A; p82, The Real World, ex 
D 
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Written Production 

OVERALL WRITTEN PRODUCTION: 

Can give information in writing about matters of 
personal relevance (e.g. likes and dislikes, family, pets) 
using simple words and basic expressions. 

Can write simple isolated phrases and sentences. 

p8, Language Focus, ex E; p38, Comprehension, ex B; 
p50, Comprehension, ex B; p86, Comprehension, ex B; 
p99, Writing, ex C; p104, Language Focus, ex E; p110, 
Comprehension, ex B; p134, Comprehension, ex B; p146, 
Comprehension, ex C; p147, Writing, ex B 

CREATIVE WRITING: 

Can write simple phrases and sentences about 
themselves and imaginary people, where they live and 
what they do. 

Can describe in very simple language what a room looks 
like. 

Can use simple words and phrases to describe certain 
everyday objects (e.g. the colour of a car, whether it is 
big or small). 

p27, Writing, ex B; p51, Writing, exs B, C; p111, Writing, 
exs B, C; p135, Writing, exs B, C 

WRITTEN REPORTS & ESSAYS: 

No descriptors available (A1) 
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Spoken Interaction 

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION: 

Can interact in a simple way but communication is 
totally dependent on repetition at a slower rate of 
speech, rephrasing and repair. Can ask and answer 
simple questions, initiate and respond to simple 
statements in areas of immediate need or on very 
familiar topics. 

 

 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING AN INTERLOCUTOR: 

Can understand everyday expressions aimed at the 
satisfaction of simple needs of a concrete type, 
delivered directly to him/her in clear, slow and repeated 
speech by a sympathetic speaker.  

Can understand questions and instructions addressed 
carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, simple 
directions. 

CONVERSATION: 

Can understand everyday expressions aimed at the 
satisfaction of simple needs of a concrete type, 
delivered directly to him/her in clear, slow and repeated 
speech by a sympathetic speaker. 

Can take part in a simple conversation of a basic factual 
nature on a predictable topic, e.g. his/her home country, 
family, school. 

Can make an introduction and use basic greeting and 
leave-taking expressions. Can ask how people are and 
react to news. 

 

 

 

p14, Comprehension, ex C; p26, COmprehension, ex C; 
p36, Reading, ex C; p38, Comprehension, ex C; p43, 
Preview, ex A; p49, Reading, ex C; p50, Comprehension, 
ex C; p54, Preview, ex A; p61, Reading, ex C; p62, 
Comprehension, ex C; p73, Reading, ex C; p74, 
Comprehension, ex C; p94, The Real World, ex D; p97, 
Reading, ex C; p98, Comprehension, ex C; p110, 
Comprehension, ex C; p116, Language Focus, ex E; p118, 
The Real World, ex D; p119, Communication; p122, 
Comprehension; p130, The Real World, ex D; p134, 
Comprehension, ex C; p142, The Real World, ex D; p146, 
Comprehension, ex C 

 
 
P116, Language Focus, ex E; p119, Communication 

 

 

 

 

 

p76, Video, ex C; p79, Preview, ex C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH FRIENDS): 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, foods, etc., 
using a limited repertoire of expressions, when 
addressed clearly, slowly and directly. 

p7, Preview, ex C; p31, Preview, ex C; p67, Preview, ex C; 
p85, Reading, ex C;  p86, Comprehension, ex C; p136, 
Video, ex B; p144, Reading, ex C 
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GOAL-ORIENTED CO-OPERATION   (e.g. Assembling a 
furniture kit, discussing a document, organising an 
event): 

Can understand questions and instructions addressed 
carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, simple 
directions.  

Can act on basic instructions that involve times, 
locations, numbers etc. 

Can ask people for things, and give people things. 

 

OBTAINING GOODS & SERVICES: 

Can ask people for things and give people things.  

Can ask for food and drink using basic expressions. 

Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and time. 

 

p117, Language Focus, ex E; p118, The Real World, exs 
A, B; p143, Communication 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
p51, Vocabulary, ex B; p53, Review, ex C; p80, Language 
Focus, ex A; p87, Writing, ex C; p148, Video, ex A;  

INFORMATION EXCHANGE: 

Can understand questions and instructions addressed 
carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, simple 
directions. 

Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate and 
respond to simple statements in areas of immediate 
need or on very familiar topics. 

Can ask and answer questions about themselves and 
other people, where they live, people they know, things 
they have. Can indicate time by such phrases as next 
week, last Friday, in November, three o'clock. 

Can express numbers, quantities and cost in a limited 
way. 

Can name the colour of clothes or other familiar objects 
and can ask the colour of such objects. 

p8, Language Focus, ex E; p11, Communication; p23, 
Communication; p47, Communication; p56, Language 
Focus, ex E; p80, Language Focus, exs D, E; p83, 
Communication; p92, Language Focus, ex E; p131, 
Communication 
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INTERVIEWING AND BEING INTERVIEWED: 

Can reply in an interview to simple direct questions 
spoken very slowly and clearly in direct non-idiomatic 
speech about personal details. 

Can state in simple language the nature of a problem to 
a health professional and answer simple questions such 
as ‘Does that hurt?’ even though he/she has to rely on 
gestures and body language to reinforce the message. 

p71, Communication; p95, Communication; p107, 
Communication; p143, Communication 

 

 

Written Interaction 

OVERALL WRITTEN INTERACTION: 

Can ask for or pass on personal details in written form 

 

CORRESPONDENCE: 

Can write messages and online postings as a series of 
very short sentences about hobbies and likes/dislikes, 
using simple words and formulaic expressions, with 
reference to a dictionary. 

Can write a short, simple postcard. 

Can write a short, very simple message (e.g. a text 
message) to friends to give them a piece of information 
or to ask them a question. 

 

 

 

p15, Writing, exs B, C; p87, Writing, ex C; p123, Writing, 
exs A, C 

NOTES, MESSAGES & FORMS: 

Can write numbers and dates, own name, nationality, 
address, age, date of birth or arrival in the country etc. 
such as on a hotel registration form.  

Can leave a simple message giving information on e.g. 
where he/she has gone, what time he/she will be back. 
(e.g. ‘Shopping: back at 5 p.m.’). 

  p 8, Language Focus, ex D 
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Online Interaction 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION: 

Can write very simple messages and personal online 
postings as a series of very short sentences about 
hobbies, likes/dislikes, etc., relying on the aid of a 
translation tool. 

Can use formulaic expressions and combinations of 
simple words to post short positive and negative 
reactions to simple online postings and their embedded 
links and media, and can respond to further comments 
with standard expressions of thanks and apology. 

 

 

p39, Writing, exs B, C; p63, Writing, exs B, C; p75, 
Writing, exs B, C 
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Communicative language competence 
Linguistic – range 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE: 

Has a very basic range of simple expressions about 
personal details and needs of a concrete type.  

Can use some basic structures in one-clause sentences 
with some omission or reduction of elements. 

 

VOCABULARY RANGE: 

Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated words and 
phrases related to particular concrete situations. 

 

 

 

 

 

p7, Preview, ex B; p15, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p17, 
Review, exs A, C; p18, Preview, ex B; p20, Language 
Focus, ex D; p22, The Real World, ex C; p27, Vocabulary, 
exs A, B; p29, Review, exs A, C; p31, Preview, ex B; p34, 
The Real World, exs A, B; P39, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p41, 
Review, exs A, C; p51, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p53, Review, 
exs A, C; p63, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p64, Video, ex C; p65, 
Review, exs A, C; p67, Preview, ex A; p68, Language 
Focus, ex E; p75, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p77, Review, exs 
A, C; p79, Preview, ex A; p80, Language Focus, ex E; p82, 
The Real World, ex A; p87, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p87, 
Writing, ex A; p88, Video, ex C; p89, Review, exs A, C; 
p91, Preview, ex A; p92, Language Focus, ex E; p99, 
Vocabulary, exs A, B; p101, Review, exs A, C; p106, The 
Real World, ex C; p111, Vocabulary, exs A, B; p113, 
Review, exs A, C; p115, Preview, ex A; p123, Vocabulary, 
exs A, B; p125, Review, exs A, C; p135, Vocabulary, exs A, 
B; p137, Review, exs A, C; p138, Preview, ex A; p147, 
Vocabulary, exs A, B; p149, Review, exs A, C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Control 
GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY: 
Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence patterns in a 
learnt repertoire. 
 
 

p8, Language Focus, ex B; p17, Review, ex B; p20, 
Language Focus, exs B, C; p29, Review, ex B; p32, 
Language Focus, exs B, C, D; p41, Review, ex B; p44, 
Language Focus, exs B, C, D; p53, Review, ex B; p56, 
Language Focus, exs B, C, D; p65, Review, ex B; p68, 
Language Focus, exs B, D, E; p77, Review, ex B; p80, 
Language Focus, exs B, C, D; p89, Review, ex B; p92, 
Language Focus, exs B, C, D, E; p101, Review, ex B; p104, 
Language Focus, exs, B, C, D, E; p113, Review, ex B; p116, 
Language Focus, exs B, C; p125, Review, ex B; p128, 
Language Focus, exs B, C, D, E; p137, Review, ex B; p140, 
Language Focus, exs B, C, D, E; p149, Review, ex B 
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Phonological Control 
OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL: 
 
Pronunciation of a very limited repertoire of learnt 
words and phrases can be understood with some 
effort by interlocutors used to dealing with speakers 
of the language group concerned. Can reproduce 
correctly a limited range of sounds as well as the 
stress on simple, familiar words and phrases. 
 

p11, Pronunciation; p23, Pronunciation, ex B; p35, 
Pronunciation, ex B; p47, Pronunciation; p59, 
Pronunciation, ex B; p71, Pronunciation p83, 
Pronunciation, ex B; p95, Pronunciation, ex A, B; p107, 
Pronunciation; p119, Pronunciation; p131, 
Pronunciation, ex B; p143, Pronunciation 

SOUND ARTICULATION: 
 
Can reproduce sounds in the target language if 
carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, so that 
speech is only intelligible if the interlocutor provides 
support (e.g. by repeating correctly and by eliciting 
repetition of new sounds). 
 

p11, Pronunciation; p23, Pronunciation, ex B; p35, 
Pronunciation, ex B; p59, Pronunciation, ex B; p83, 
Pronunciation, ex B; p95, Pronunciation, ex A, B; p107, 
Pronunciation; p119, Pronunciation; p131, 
Pronunciation, ex B; p143, Pronunciation 

PROSODIC FEATURES: 
 
Can use the prosodic features of a limited repertoire 
of simple words and phrases intelligibly, in spite of a 
very strong influence on stress, rhythm, and/or 
intonation from other language(s) he/she speaks; 
his/her interlocutor needs to be collaborative. 
 

p47, Pronunciation; p71, Pronunciation 

ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTROL: 
Can copy familiar words and short phrases e.g. 
simple signs or instructions, names of everyday 
objects, names of shops and set phrases used 
regularly. 
Can spell his/her address, nationality and other 
personal details. 
Can use basic punctuation (e.g. full stops, question 
marks). 

p17, Review, ex A; p77, Review, ex A; p89, Review, ex A 

 

Sociolinguistic 
SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS: 
 
Can establish basic social contact by using the 
simplest everyday polite forms of: greetings and 
farewells; introductions; saying please, thank you, 
sorry etc 

p15, Writing, ex C; p20, Language Focus, ex A; p87, 
Writing, ex C; p116, Language Focus, ex A; p123, Writing, 
ex C 
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 Pragmatic 

COHERENCE: 

Can link words or groups of words with very basic linear 
connectors like 'and' or 'then'. 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION: 

Can communicate basic information about personal 
details and needs of a concrete type in a simple way. 

SPOKEN FLUENCY: 

Can manage very short, isolated, mainly pre-packaged 
utterances, with much pausing to search for expressions, 
to articulate less familiar words, and to repair 
communication. 

p123, Vocabulary, ex B; p125, Review, ex C 

 

 
p147, Writing, ex C 

 

 
p10, The Real World, ex D 
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Unit 1 What Do You Like to Do? 

PREVIEW (pages 6-7) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
GIVING INFORMATION 

Can give a simple description of an object or 
picture while showing it to others using basic 
words, phrases and formulaic expressions, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 8-9) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A, C 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C 

NOTES, MESSAGES & FORMS Can write numbers and dates, own name, 
nationality, address, age, date of birth or 
arrival in the country etc. such as on a hotel 
registration form.  
Can leave a simple message giving 
information on e.g. where he/she has gone, 
what time he/she will be back. (e.g. 
‘Shopping: back at 5 p.m.’). 

D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate 
and respond to simple statements in areas of 
immediate need or on very familiar topics. 
 

E 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Bird Girl (pages 10-11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

C 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can manage very short, isolated, mainly pre-
packaged utterances, with much pausing to 
search for expressions, to articulate less 
familiar words, and to repair communication. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 
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READING Incredible Teens (page 12-13) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 14) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand short, simple messages sent 
via social media or email (e.g. proposing 
what to do, when and where to meet). 

A 

CORRESPONDENCE Can write messages and online postings as a 
series of very short sentences about hobbies 
and likes/dislikes, using simple words and 
formulaic expressions, with reference to a 
dictionary. 
Can write a short, simple postcard. 
Can write a short, very simple message (e.g. 
a text message) to friends to give them a 
piece of information or to ask them a 
question. 

B, C 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
APPROPRIATENESS 

Can establish basic social contact by using 
the simplest everyday polite forms of: 
greetings and farewells; introductions; 
saying please, thank you, sorry etc 

C 

 

VIDEO Teen Rock Climber (page 16) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 17) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTROL Can copy familiar words and short phrases 
e.g. simple signs or instructions, names of 
everyday objects, names of shops and set 
phrases used regularly. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 2 What Does She Look Like? 

PREVIEW (pagess 18-19) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
GIVING INFORMATION 

Can give a simple description of an object or 
picture while showing it to others using basic 
words, phrases and formulaic expressions, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 20-21) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A, C 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
APPROPRIATENESS 

Can establish basic social contact by using 
the simplest everyday polite forms of: 
greetings and farewells; introductions; saying 
please, thank you, sorry etc 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

D 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

E 

 

THE REAL WORLD Never Forget a Face (pages 22-23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

A, C 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
GIVING INFORMATION 

Can give a simple description of an object or 
picture while showing it to others using basic 
words, phrases and formulaic expressions, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

D 
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PRONUNCIATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

 

 

READING The World of Madame Tussauds (page 24-25) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
GIVING INFORMATION 

Can give a simple description of an object or 
picture while showing it to others using basic 
words, phrases and formulaic expressions, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B, C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 26) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

A, C 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write simple phrases and sentences 
about themselves and imaginary people, 
where they live and what they do. 

B 

 

VIDEO Great Facial Hair (page 28) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 29) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 3 When Did You Buy That Shirt? 

PREVIEW (pagess 30-31) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 32-33) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A, C 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Clothing Colors (pages 34-35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

B, C 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C, D 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

B 
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COMMUNICATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 
Can ask and answer questions about 
themselves and other people, where they 
live, people they know, things they have.  
Can indicate time by such phrases as next 
week, last Friday, in November, three 
o'clock. 

 

 

READING Yarn Bomb! (page 36-37) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 38) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can write very simple messages and 
personal online postings as a series of very 
short sentences about hobbies, likes/dislikes, 
etc., relying on the aid of a translation tool. 

B, C 

 

VIDEO The Thirsty Cotton T-Shirt (page 40) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 41) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 4 What’s the Coldest Place on Earth? 

PREVIEW (pages 42-43) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

A 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair. Can ask and answer 
simple questions, initiate and respond to 
simple statements in areas of immediate 
need or on very familiar topics. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pagess 44-45) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

D 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Going To Extremes (pages 45-46) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

B, C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PROSODIC FEATURES Can use the prosodic features of a limited 
repertoire of simple words and phrases 
intelligibly, in spite of a very strong influence 
on stress, rhythm, and/or intonation from 
other language(s) he/she speaks; his/her 
interlocutor needs to be collaborative. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 
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READING Extreme Amazon (page 48-49) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 50) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A, C 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 

OBTAINING GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Can ask people for things and give people 
things.  
Can ask for food and drink using basic 
expressions. 
Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and 
time. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

A 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write simple phrases and sentences 
about themselves and imaginary people, 
where they live and what they do. 
Can describe in very simple language what a 
room looks like. 
Can use simple words and phrases to 
describe certain everyday objects (e.g. the 
colour of a car, whether it is big or small). 

B, C  
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VIDEO Icy Antarctica (page 52) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 53) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 

OBTAINING GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Can ask people for things and give people 
things.  
Can ask for food and drink using basic 
expressions. 
Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and 
time. 

C 
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Unit 5 Are Parrots Smarter Than People 

PREVIEW (pages 54-55) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair. Can ask and answer 
simple questions, initiate and respond to 
simple statements in areas of immediate 
need or on very familiar topics. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 56-57) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate 
and respond to simple statements in areas of 
immediate need or on very familiar topics. 
 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Sea Otters And Their Kitchen Tools (pages 58-59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

B, C 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 
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READING Working Animals (pages 60-61) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 62) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

A 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can write very simple messages and personal 
online postings as a series of very short 
sentences about hobbies, likes/dislikes, etc., 
relying on the aid of a translation tool. 

B, C 

 

VIDEO How Cats Jump (page 64) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 65) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 6 I Really Like Electronic Music! 

PREVIEW (pages 66-67) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 68-69) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A, C, D 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, D, E 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Your Brain On Music (pages 70-71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

B, C 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe him/herself, what he/she does 
and where he/she lives. 
Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PROSODIC FEATURES Can use the prosodic features of a limited 
repertoire of simple words and phrases 
intelligibly, in spite of a very strong influence 
on stress, rhythm, and/or intonation from 
other language(s) he/she speaks; his/her 
interlocutor needs to be collaborative. 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can reply in an interview to simple direct 
questions spoken very slowly and clearly in 
direct non-idiomatic speech about personal 
details. 
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READING The Feel of Music (pages 72-73) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 74) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 

 

WRITING (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can write very simple messages and personal 
online postings as a series of very short 
sentences about hobbies, likes/dislikes, etc., 
relying on the aid of a translation tool. 

B, C 
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VIDEO The Musical Magic of Ice (page 76) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

CONVERSATION Can take part in a simple conversation of a 
basic factual nature on a predictable topic, 
e.g. his/her home country, family, school. 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 77) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTROL Can copy familiar words and short phrases 
e.g. simple signs or instructions, names of 
everyday objects, names of shops and set 
phrases used regularly. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 7 What’s for Dinner? 

PREVIEW (pages 78-79) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A, B 

CONVERSATION Can take part in a simple conversation of a 
basic factual nature on a predictable topic, e.g. 
his/her home country, family, school. 
 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 80-81) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A, C, D 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

OBTAINING GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Can ask people for things and give people 
things.  
Can ask for food and drink using basic 
expressions. 
Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and 
time. 

B 
 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate 
and respond to simple statements in areas of 
immediate need or on very familiar topics. 
 

D, E 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD The Art (And Style) Of Food (pages 82-83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

C 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
GIVING INFORMATION 

Can give a simple description of an object or 
picture while showing it to others using basic 
words, phrases and formulaic expressions, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 
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COMMUNICATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

 

 

READING A Slice of History (pages 84-85) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 86) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give information in writing about 
matters of personal relevance (e.g. likes and 
dislikes, family, pets) using simple words and 
basic expressions. 
Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand short, simple messages sent 
via social media or email (e.g. proposing 
what to do, when and where to meet). 

B 

CORRESPONDENCE Can write a short, very simple message (e.g. 
a text message) to friends to give them a 
piece of information or to ask them a 
question. 

C 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
APPROPRIATENESS 

Can establish basic social contact by using 
the simplest everyday polite forms of: 
greetings and farewells; introductions; saying 
please, thank you, sorry etc 

C 

OBTAINING GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Can ask people for things and give people 
things.  
Can ask for food and drink using basic 
expressions. 
Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and 
time. 

C 

 

VIDEO How Do We Taste Food? (page 88) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

C 
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REVIEW (page 89) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTROL Can copy familiar words and short phrases 
e.g. simple signs or instructions, names of 
everyday objects, names of shops and set 
phrases used regularly. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 8 You Should See A Doctor! 

PREVIEW (pages 90-91) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 92-93) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand words and short sentences 
when listening to a simple conversation (e.g. 
between a customer and a salesperson in a 
shop), provided that people talk very slowly 
and very clearly. 

A, C, D 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D, E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate 
and respond to simple statements in areas of 
immediate need or on very familiar topics. 
 

E 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Beating the Flu (pages 94-95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair. Can ask and answer 
simple questions, initiate and respond to 
simple statements in areas of immediate 
need or on very familiar topics. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

A, B 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 
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COMMUNICATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can state in simple language the nature of a 
problem to a health professional and answer 
simple questions such as ‘Does that hurt?’ 
even though he/she has to rely on gestures 
and body language to reinforce the message. 

 

 

READING Old New Medicines (pages 96-97) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 98) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

A, B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give information in writing about 
matters of personal relevance (e.g. likes and 
dislikes, family, pets) using simple words and 
basic expressions. 

C 

 

VIDEO Biking in Cities (page 100) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 101) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 9 I Often Skate After School 

PREVIEW (pages 102-103) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 104-105) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand words and short sentences 
when listening to a simple conversation (e.g. 
between a customer and a salesperson in a 
shop), provided that people talk very slowly 
and very clearly. 

A, C, D 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D, E 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give information in writing about 
matters of personal relevance (e.g. likes and 
dislikes, family, pets) using simple words and 
basic expressions. 
Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD The Science Of Habits (pages 106-107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe him/herself, what he/she does 
and where he/she lives. 
Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can reply in an interview to simple direct 
questions spoken very slowly and clearly in 
direct non-idiomatic speech about personal 
details. 
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READING Unusual Commutes (pages 108-109) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 110) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand very short, simple texts a 
single phrase at a time, picking up familiar 
names, words and basic phrases and 
rereading as required. 

A 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write simple phrases and sentences 
about themselves and imaginary people, 
where they live and what they do. 

B, C 

 

VIDEO Helping Children to Love Nature (page 112) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 113) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 10 How Do You Get to The Restaurant? 

PREVIEW (pages 114-115) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 116-117) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand words and short sentences 
when listening to a simple conversation (e.g. 
between a customer and a salesperson in a 
shop), provided that people talk very slowly 
and very clearly. 

A, C, D 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
APPROPRIATENESS 

Can establish basic social contact by using 
the simplest everyday polite forms of: 
greetings and farewells; introductions; saying 
please, thank you, sorry etc 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can follow short, simple written directions 
(e.g. to go from X to Y) 

D 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

E 

GOAL-ORIENTED CO-
OPERATION    

Can understand questions and instructions 
addressed carefully and slowly to him/her 
and follow short, simple directions.  
Can act on basic instructions that involve 
times, locations, numbers etc. 
Can ask people for things, and give people 
things. 

E 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand questions and instructions 
addressed carefully and slowly to him/her 
and follow short, simple directions. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD A Ride To Buckingham Palace (pages 118-119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B 

GOAL-ORIENTED CO-
OPERATION    

Can understand questions and instructions 
addressed carefully and slowly to him/her 
and follow short, simple directions.  
Can act on basic instructions that involve 
times, locations, numbers etc. 
Can ask people for things, and give people 
things. 

A, B 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can follow short, simple written directions 
(e.g. to go from X to Y) 

C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can understand questions and instructions 
addressed carefully and slowly to him/her 
and follow short, simple directions. 
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READING Wayfinding Technology (pages 120-121) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 122) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 

COHERENCE Can link words or groups of words with very 
basic linear connectors like 'and' or 'then'. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand short, simple messages sent 
via social media or email (e.g. proposing 
what to do, when and where to meet). 

B 

CORRESPONDENCE Can write a short, very simple message (e.g. 
a text message) to friends to give them a 
piece of information or to ask them a 
question. 

A, C 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
APPROPRIATENESS 

Can establish basic social contact by using 
the simplest everyday polite forms of: 
greetings and farewells; introductions; 
saying please, thank you, sorry etc 

C 

 

VIDEO Shape Of Cities (page 124) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 
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REVIEW (page 125) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 

COHERENCE Can link words or groups of words with very 
basic linear connectors like 'and' or 'then'. 

C 
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Unit 11 What Were You Doing? 

PREVIEW (pages 126-127) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 128-129) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A, C, D 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D, E 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can tell a story or describe something in a 
simple list of points. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Flashbulb Memory (pages 130-131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe him/herself, what he/she does 
and where he/she lives. 
Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

B, C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 
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READING Diving With Sharks (pages 132-133) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases 
about people and places. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 134) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A, C 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 

 

WRITING (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING AS A LEISURE 
ACTIVITY 

Can understand short, illustrated narratives 
about everyday activities that are written in 
simple words. 
Can understand in outline short texts in 
illustrated stories, provided that the images 
help him/her to guess a lot of the content. 

A 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write simple phrases and sentences 
about themselves and imaginary people, 
where they live and what they do. 

B, C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can tell a story or describe something in a 
simple list of points. 

C 

 

VIDEO The Misinformation Effect (page 136) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. 

B 
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REVIEW (page 137) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Unit 12 We’re Going to Volunteer! 

PREVIEW (pages 138-139) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

B 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 140-141) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can understand some words and expressions 
when people are talking about him/herself, 
family, school, hobbies or surroundings, 
provided they are talking slowly and clearly. 

A, C, D 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B, C, D, E 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  
Describing Experience 

Can describe him/herself, what he/she does 
and where he/she lives. 
Can describe simple aspects of his/her 
everyday life in a series of simple sentences, 
using simple words and basic phrases, 
provided he/she can prepare in advance. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Scientists For A Day (pages 142-143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

A 

 
WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

B, C 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & 
RECORDINGS 

Can pick out concrete information (e.g. 
places and times) from short audio 
recordings on familiar everyday topics, 
provided they are delivered very slowly and 
clearly. 

 

SOUND ARTICULATION Can reproduce sounds in the target language 
if carefully guided. 
Can articulate a limited number of sounds, 
so that speech is only intelligible if the 
interlocutor provides support (e.g. by 
repeating correctly and by eliciting repetition 
of new sounds). 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can reply in an interview to simple direct 
questions spoken very slowly and clearly in 
direct non-idiomatic speech about person 
al details. 

 

GOAL-ORIENTED CO-
OPERATION    

Can understand questions and instructions 
addressed carefully and slowly to him/her 
and follow short, simple directions.  
Can act on basic instructions that involve 
times, locations, numbers etc. 
Can ask people for things, and give people 
things. 
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READING The Ugly Food Challenge (pages 144-145) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can recognise familiar names, words and 
very basic phrases on simple notices in the 
most common everyday situations. 
Can understand store guides (information on 
which floors departments are on) and 
directions (e.g. to where to find lifts).  
Can understand basic hotel information, e.g. 
times when meals are served. 
Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange likes and dislikes for sports, 
foods, etc., using a limited repertoire of 
expressions, when addressed clearly, slowly 
and directly. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 146) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 
Can understand short texts on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. news flashes about 
sports, music, travel, or stories etc.) written 
with simple words and supported by 
illustrations and pictures. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

C 
 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can interact in a simple way but 
communication is totally dependent on 
repetition at a slower rate of speech, 
rephrasing and repair.  
Can ask and answer simple questions, 
initiate and respond to simple statements in 
areas of immediate need or on very familiar 
topics. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find and understand simple, important 
information in advertisements, in 
programmes for special events, in leaflets 
and brochures (e.g. what is proposed, costs, 
the date and place of the event, departure 
times etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 

Can deduce the meaning of an unknown 
word for a concrete action or object, 
provided the surrounding text is very simple, 
and on a familiar everyday subject. 
 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, B 
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WRITING (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
& ARGUMENT 

Can get an idea of the content of simpler 
informational material and short simple 
descriptions, especially if there is visual 
support. 

A 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can give information in writing about 
matters of personal relevance (e.g. likes and 
dislikes, family, pets) using simple words and 
basic expressions. 
Can write simple isolated phrases and 
sentences. 

B 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION Can communicate basic information about 
personal details and needs of a concrete 
type in a simple way. 

C 

 

VIDEO Feeding the 5,000 (page 148) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can recognise familiar words and phrases 
and identify the topics in headline news 
summaries and many of the products in 
advertisements, by exploiting visual 
information and general knowledge. 

A, B, C 

OBTAINING GOODS AND 
SERVICES 

Can ask people for things and give people 
things.  
Can ask for food and drink using basic 
expressions. 
Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and 
time. 

A 

 

REVIEW (page 149) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a basic vocabulary repertoire of isolated 
words and phrases related to particular 
concrete situations. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Shows only limited control of a few simple 
grammatical structures and sentence 
patterns in a learnt repertoire. 

B 
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Time Zones 3: Framework Level A2 

Communicative Activities 

Reception (spoken) 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION: 

Can understand enough to be able to meet needs of a 
concrete type provided speech is clearly and slowly 
articulated. 

Can understand phrases and expressions related to areas of 
most immediate priority (e.g. very basic personal and 
family information, shopping, local geography, 
employment), provided speech is clearly and slowly 
articulated. 

 

UNDERSTANDING CONVERSATION BETWEEN OTHER 
SPEAKERS: 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion around 
him/her that is conducted slowly and clearly. Can recognise 
when speakers agree and disagree in a conversation 
conducted slowly and clearly. 

Can follow in outline short, simple social exchanges, 
conducted very slowly and clearly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
p8-9, Language Focus, exs A, D; p20-21, Language 
Focus, ex A; p32-33, Language Focus, ex A; p44-45, 
Language Focus, ex A; p56-57, Language Focus, ex A; 
p68-69, Language Focus, ex A; p80-81, Language 
Focus, ex A; p92-93, Language Focus, ex A; p104, 105, 
Language Focus, ex A; p116-117, Language Focus, ex 
A; p128-129, Language Focus, ex A; p140-141, 
Language Focus, ex A 



2 
 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & RECORDINGS: 

Can understand the most important information contained 
in short radio commercials concerning goods and services 
of interest (e.g. CDs, video games, travel, etc.). 

Can understand in a radio interview what people say they 
do in their free time, what they particularly like doing and 
what they do not like doing, provided that they speak 
slowly and clearly. 

Can understand and extract the essential information from 
short, recorded passages dealing with predictable everyday 
matters that are delivered slowly and clearly. 

Can extract important information from short radio 
broadcasts, such as the weather forecast, concert 
announcements or sports results, provided that people talk 
clearly. 

Can understand the important points of a story and 
manage to follow the plot, provided the story is told slowly 
and clearly. 

p6-7, Preview, exs A, B; p18-19, Preview, exs A, B; 
p30-31, Preview, exs A, B; p43, Preview, exs A, B; p55, 
Preview, exs A, B; p67, Preview, ex B; p78-79, 
Preview, exs A, B; p90-91, Preview, exs A, B; p102-
103, Preview, exs A, B; p115, Preview, exs A, B; p127, 
Preview, exs A, B; p138-139, Preview, exs A, B  
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Written Reception 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION: 

Can understand short, simple texts on familiar matters 
of a concrete type which consist of high frequency 
everyday or job- related language. 

Can understand short, simple texts containing the 
highest frequency vocabulary, including a proportion of 
shared international vocabulary items. 

 

READING CORRESPONDENCE: 

Can understand a simple personal letter, email or post in 
which the person writing is talking about familiar 
subjects (such as friends or family) or asking questions 
on these subjects. 

Can understand basic types of standard routine letters 
and faxes (enquiries, orders, letters of confirmation etc.) 
on familiar topics. 

Can understand short simple personal letters. 

Can understand very simple formal emails and letters 
(e.g. confirmation of a booking or on-line purchase). 

p8-9, Language Focus, ex A; p20-21, Language Focus, ex 
A; p32-33, Language Focus, ex A; p44-45, Language 
Focus, exs A, C; p56-57, Language Focus, ex A; p68-69, 
Language Focus, exs A, E; p72, 73, Reading, ex A; p75, 
Writing, ex A; p80-81, Language Focus, ex A; p92-93, 
Language Focus, ex A; p104-105, Language Focus, ex A; 
p116-117, Language Focus, ex A; p128-129, Language 
Focus, ex A; p135, Writing, ex A; p140-141, Language 
Focus, exs A, E; p147, Writing, ex A 

 
P15, Writing, ex A; p63, Writing, Ex A 
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READING FOR ORIENTATION (scanning): 

Can find specific information in practical, concrete, 
predictable texts (e.g. travel guidebooks, recipes), 
provided they are written in simple language. 

Can understand the main information in short and 
simple descriptions of goods in brochures and websites 
(e.g. portable digital devices, cameras, etc.). 

Can find specific, predictable information in simple 
everyday material such as advertisements, 
prospectuses, menus, reference lists and timetables. 

Can locate specific information in lists and isolate the 
information required (e.g. use the ‘Yellow Pages’ to find 
a service or tradesman). 

Can understand everyday signs and notices etc. in public 
places, such as streets, restaurants, railway stations, in 
workplaces, such as directions, instructions, hazard 
warnings. 

p12, Reading, exs A, B, C; p24-25, Reading, exs B, C; p36-
37, Reading, ex A; p48-49, Reading, exs B, C; p61, 
Reading, exs B, C; p67, Preview, ex A; p72-73, Reading, 
ex B; p84-85, Reading, exs A, C; p96-97, Reading, ex B; 
p108-109, Reading, exs B, C; p120-121, Reading, exs A, 
B; p132-133, Reading, exs B, C; p144-145, Reading, exs 
A, B 
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READING FOR INFORMATION & ARGUMENT: 

Can identify specific information in simpler written 
material he/she encounters such as letters, brochures 
and short newspaper articles describing events. 

Can follow the general outline of a news report on a 
familiar type of event, provided that the contents are 
familiar and predictable. 

Can pick out the main information in short newspaper 
reports or simple articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent role and support 
the meaning of the text. 

Can understand the main points of short texts dealing 
with everyday topics (e.g. lifestyle, hobbies, sports, 
weather). 

Can understand texts describing people, places, 
everyday life, and culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 

Can understand information given in illustrated 
brochures and maps, e.g. the principal attractions of a 
city or area. Can understand the main points in short 
news items on subjects of personal interest (e.g. sport, 
celebrities). 

Can understand a short factual description or report 
within his/her own field, provided that it is written in 
simple language and does not contain unpredictable 
detail. 

Can understand most of what people say about 
themselves in a personal ad or post and what they say 
they like in other people. 

p10-11, The Real World, ex C; p22-23, The Real World, 
ex C; p38, Comprehension, exs A, B; p39, Writing, ex A; 
p46-47, The Real World, ex C; p50, Comprehension, exs 
A, B; p51, Writing, ex A; p62, Comprehension, exs A, B; 
p70-71, The Real World, ex C; p74, Comprehension, exs 
A, B; p82-83, The Real World, ex C; p86, Comprehension, 
exs A, B; p87, Writing, ex A; p96-97, Reading, ex A; p98, 
Comprehension, exs A, B; p99, Writing, ex A; p106-107, 
The Real World, ex C; p110, Comprehension, exs A, B; 
p111, Writing, ex A; p118-119, The Real World, ex A; 
p122, Comprehension, exs A, B; p123, Writing, ex A; 
p130-131, The Real World, ex C; p134, Comprehension, 
exs A, B; p142, 143, The Real World, ex C; p146, 
Comprehension, exs A, B 
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READING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Can understand regulations, for example safety, when 
expressed in simple language. 

Can understand short written instructions illustrated 
step by step (e.g. for installing new technology). 

Can understand simple instructions on equipment 
encountered in everyday life – such as a public 
telephone. Can understand simple, brief instructions 
provided that they are illustrated and not written in 
continuous text. 

Can understand instructions on medicine labels 
expressed as a simple command e.g. ‘Take before meals’ 
or ‘Do not take if driving. 

Can follow a simple recipe, especially if there are 
pictures to illustrate the most important steps. 

p30, Preview, ex B 

 

 

READING AS A LEISURE ACTIVITY: 

Can understand enough to read short, simple stories 
and comic strips involving familiar, concrete situations 
written in high frequency everyday language. 
Can understand the main points made in short 
magazine reports or guide entries that deal with 
concrete everyday topics. 
Can understand short narratives and descriptions of 
someone’s life that are written in simple words. 
Can understand what is happening in a photo story and 
form an impression of what the characters are like 
Can understand much of the information provided in a 
short description of a person (e.g. a celebrity). 
Can understand the main point of a short article 
reporting an event that follows a predictable pattern 
(e.g. the Oscars) provided it is clearly written in simple 
language. 

P14, Comprehension, exs A, B; p26, Comprehension, exs 
A, B; p27, Writing, ex A 
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Reception Audio/Visual 
Audio-visual Reception 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND VIDEO: 
 
Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the visual 
supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or scene 
from a film, understanding what the actors are 
talking about, provided that the images are a great 
help in understanding and the delivery is clear and 
relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV news 
items, and form an idea of the main content. 

p10-11, The Real World, exs A, B, C; p16, Video, exs A, B, 
C; p22-23, The Real World, exs A, B; p28, Video, exs A, B; 
p34-35, The Real World, exs B, C; p40, Video, exs A, B, C; 
p46-47, The Real World, exs A, B, C; p52, Video, exs A, B; 
p58-59, The Real World, exs A, B; p64, Video, exs A, B, C; 
p70-71, The Real World, exs A, B; p76, Video, exs A, B; 
p82-83, The Real World, exs A, B; p88, Video, exs A, B, C; 
p94-95, The Real World, exs A, B; p100, Video, exs A, B, 
C; p106-107, The Real World, exs A, B; p112, Video, exs 
A, B, C; p118-119, The Real World, exs B, C; p124, Video, 
exs A, B, C; p130-131, The Real World, exs A, B; p136, 
Video, exs A, B, C; p142-143, The Real World, exs A, B; 
p148, Video, exs A, B, C 
 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN): 
 
Can use an idea of the overall meaning of short 
texts and utterances on everyday topics of a 
concrete type to derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of known words to 
deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words in short 
expressions used in routine everyday contexts. 
 
Can exploit format, appearance and typographic 
features in order to identify the type of text: news 
story, promotional text, article, textbook, chat or 
forum etc. 
 
Can exploit numbers, dates, names, proper nouns 
etc.to identify the topic of a text. 
 
Can deduce the meaning and function of unknown 
formulaic expressions from their position in a 
written text (e.g. at the beginning or end of a letter). 
 

p12, Reading, exs A, B; p14, Comprehension, ex A; p15, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p24-25, ex A; p26, Comprehension, ex 
A; p27, Vocabulary, ex A; p28, Video, ex C; p36-37, 
Reading, ex B; p38, Comprehension, ex A; p39, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p48-49, Reading, ex C; p51, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p62, Comprehension, ex A; p63, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p72-73, Reading, ex B; p74, 
Comprehension, ex A; p75, Vocabulary, ex A; p84-85, 
Reading, ex B; p86, Comprehension, ex A; p87, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p96-97, Reading, ex A; p98, 
Comprehension, ex A; p99, Vocabulary, ex A; p108-109, 
Reading, ex C; p110, Comprehension, ex A; p111, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p120-121, Reading, exs A, B; p122, 
Comprehension, ex A; p123, Vocabulary, ex A; p134, 
Comprehension, ex A; p135, Vocabulary, ex A; p136, 
Video, ex C; p144-145, Reading, ex A; p147, Vocabulary, 
ex A 
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Spoken Production 

OVERALL SPOKEN PRODUCTION: 

Can give a simple description or presentation of people, 
living or working conditions, daily routines. likes/dislikes 
etc. as a short series of simple phrases and sentences 
linked into a list. 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  Describing Experience: 

Can tell a story or describe something in a simple list of 
points. 

Can describe everyday aspects of his/her environment 
e.g. people, places, a job or study experience. Can give 
short, basic descriptions of events and activities. 

Can describe plans and arrangements, habits and 
routines, past activities and personal experiences. 

Can use simple descriptive language to make brief 
statements about and compare objects and possessions. 
Can explain what he/she likes or dislikes about 
something. 

Can describe his/her family, living conditions, 
educational background, present or most recent job. 
Can describe people, places and possessions in simple 
terms. 

Can say what he/she is good at and not so good at (e.g. 
sports, games, skills, subjects). 

Can briefly talk about what he/she plans to do at the 
weekend or during the holidays. 

 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can explain what she likes or dislikes about something, 
why he/she prefers one thing to another, making simple, 
direct comparisons. 

Can present his/her opinion in simple terms, provided 
listeners are patient. 

 

 

 

 

 
p18-19, Preview, ex C; p22-23, The Real World, ex D; 
p55, Preview, ex C; p56-57, Language Focus, ex E; p102-
103, Preview, ex C; p106-1-7, The Real World, ex D; 
p131, Communication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
p142-143, The Real World, ex D 
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Written Production 

OVERALL WRITTEN PRODUCTION: 

Can write a series of simple phrases and sentences 
linked with simple connectors like ‘and,’ ‘but’ and 
‘because’. 

 

CREATIVE WRITING: 

Can write about everyday aspects of his/her 
environment e.g. people, places, a job or study 
experience in linked sentences. 

Can write very short, basic descriptions of events, past 
activities and personal experiences. Can tell a simple 
story (e.g. about events on a holiday or about life in the 
distant future). 

Can write a series of simple phrases and sentences 
about their family, living conditions, educational 
background, present or most recent job. 

Can write short, simple imaginary biographies and 
simple poems about people. 

Can write diary entries that describe activities (e.g. daily 
routine, outings, sports, hobbies), people and places, 
using basic, concrete vocabulary and simple phrases and 
sentences with simple connectives like ‘and,’ ‘but’ and 
‘because’. 

Can write an introduction to a story or continue a story, 
provided he/she can consult a dictionary and references 
(e.g. tables of verb tenses in a course book). 

 

 

 

 

 

p27, Writing, ex C; p75, Writing, ex C; p87, Writing, ex C; 
p123, Writing, exs B, C; p135, Writing, ex C 

WRITTEN REPORTS & ESSAYS: 

Can write simple texts on familiar subjects of interest, 
linking sentences with connectors like ‘and,’ ‘because,’ 
or ‘then.’ 

Can give his/her impressions and opinions in writing 
about topics of personal interest (e.g. lifestyles and 
culture, stories), using basic everyday vocabulary and 
expressions. 

p147, Writing, ex C 
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Spoken Interaction 

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION: 

Can interact with reasonable ease in structured 
situations and short conversations, provided the other 
person helps if necessary. Can manage simple, routine 
exchanges without undue effort; can ask and answer 
questions and exchange ideas and information on 
familiar topics in predictable everyday situations. 

Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a 
simple and direct exchange of information on familiar 
and routine matters to do with work and free time. Can 
handle very short social exchanges but is rarely able to 
understand enough to keep conversation going of 
his/her own accord. 

CONVERSATION: 

Can establish social contact: greetings and farewells; 
introductions; giving thanks. 

Can generally understand clear, standard speech on 
familiar matters directed at him/her, provided he/she 
can ask for repetition or reformulation from time to 
time. 

Can participate in short conversations in routine 
contexts on topics of interest. Can express how he/she 
feels in simple terms, and express thanks. 

Can ask for a favour (e.g. to lend something), can offer a 
favour and can respond if someone asks him/her to do a 
favour for them. 

Can handle very short social exchanges but is rarely able 
to understand enough to keep conversation going of 
his/her own accord, though he/she can be made to 
understand if the speaker will take the trouble. 

Can use simple everyday polite forms of greeting and 
address. 

Can make and respond to invitations, suggestions and 
apologies. 

Can express how he/she is feeling using very basic stock 
expressions. 

Can say what he/she likes and dislikes. 

 

p6-7, Preview, ex C; p23, Communication, ex B; p35, 
Communication, ex B; p43, Preview, ex C; p47, 
Communication; p138-139, Preview, ex C; p143, 
Communication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p8-9, Language Focus, ex A; p20-21, Language Focus, ex 
A; p32-33, Language Focus, ex A; p44-45, Language 
Focus, ex A; p56-57, Language Focus, ex A; p68-69, 
Language Focus, ex A; p80-81, Language Focus, ex A; 
p90-91, Preview, ex C; p92-93, Language Focus, ex A; 
p94-95, The Real World, ex D; p104-105, Language 
Focus, ex A; p116-117, Language Focus, ex A; p128-129, 
Language Focus, ex A; p140-141, Language Focus, ex A 
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INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH FRIENDS): 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion around 
him/her which is conducted slowly and clearly. Can 
exchange opinions and compare things and people using 
simple language. 

Can discuss what to do in the evening, at the weekend. 
Can make and respond to suggestions. 

Can agree and disagree with others. 

Can discuss everyday practical issues in a simple way 
when addressed clearly, slowly and directly. Can discuss 
what to do, where to go and make arrangements to 
meet. 

Can express opinions in a limited way. 

p10-11, The Real World, ex D; p14, Comprehension, ex 
C; p26, Comprehension, ex C; p30-31, Preview, ex C; 
p34-35, The Real World, exs A, C, D; p36-37, Reading, ex 
C; p38, Comprehension, ex C; p46-47, The Real World, ex 
D; p48-49, Reading, ex A; p50, Comprehension, ex C; 
p58-59, The Real World, ex D; p59, Communication, ex 
B; p61, Reading, ex A; p62, Comprehension, ex C; p67, 
Preview, ex C; p68-69, Language Focus, ex D; p70-71, 
The Real World, ex D; p71, Communication; p72-73, 
Reading, ex C; p74, Comprehension, ex C; p82-83, The 
Real World, ex D; p86, Comprehension, ex C; p96-97, 
Reading, ex C; p98, Comprehension, ex C; p108-109, 
Reading, ex A; p110, Comprehension, ex C; p118-119, 
The Real World, ex D; p120-121, Reading, ex C; p122, 
Comprehension, ex C; p127, Preview, ex C; p130-131, 
The Real World, ex D; p134, Comprehension, ex D; p144-
145, Reading, ex C; p146, Comprehension, ex C 
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INFORMATION EXCHANGE: 

Can understand enough to manage simple, routine 
exchanges without undue effort. 

Can deal with practical everyday demands: finding out 
and passing on straightforward factual information. Can 
ask and answer questions about habits and routines. 

Can ask and answer questions about pastimes and past 
activities. Can ask and answer questions about plans and 
intentions. 

Can give and follow simple directions and instructions 
e.g. explain how to get somewhere. 

Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a 
simple and direct exchange of information. Can 
exchange limited information on familiar and routine 
operational matters. 

Can ask and answer questions about what they do at 
work and in free time. Can ask for and give directions 
referring to a map or plan. 

Can ask for and provide personal information. 

Can ask and answer simple questions about an event, 
e.g. ask where and when it took place, who was there 
and what it was like. 

p8-9, Language Focus, ex E; p20-21, Language Focus, ex 
E; p78-79, Preview, ex C; p80-81, Language Focus, ex E; 
p83, Communication; p95, Communication; p104-105, 
Language Focus, ex E; p107, Communication, ex B; p116-
117, Language Focus, ex E; p119, Communication, exs A, 
B; p140, Language Focus, ex E 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING INTERVIEWED: 

Can make him/herself understood in an interview and 
communicate ideas and information on familiar topics, 
provided he/she can ask for clarification occasionally, 
and is given some help to express what he/she wants to. 

Can describe to a doctor very basic symptoms and 
ailments such as cold and flu. 

Can answer simple questions and respond to simple 
statements in an interview. 

Can indicate in simple language the nature of a problem 
to a health professional, perhaps using gestures and 
body language. 

p11, Communication, ex B 
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Using Telecommunications 

Written Interaction 

OVERALL WRITTEN INTERACTION: 

Can write short, simple formulaic notes relating to 
matters in areas of immediate need. 

CORRESPONDENCE: 

Can exchange information by text message, e-mail or in 
short letters, responding to questions the other person 
had (e.g. about a new product or activity). 

Can convey personal information of a routine nature, for 
example in a short email or letter introducing 
him/herself. Can write very simple personal letters 
expressing thanks and apology. 

Can write short, simple notes, emails and text messages 
(e.g. to send or reply to an invitation, to confirm or 
change an arrangement). 

Can write a short text in a greetings card (e.g. for 
someone’s birthday or to wish them a Happy New Year). 

p23, Communication, ex A; p35, Communication, ex A 

 

 
p15, Writing, ex C; p63, Writing, ex C 

NOTES, MESSAGES & FORMS: 

Can take a short, simple message provided he/she can 
ask for repetition and reformulation. 

Can write short, simple notes and messages relating to 
matters in areas of immediate need. 

Can fill in personal and other details on most everyday 
forms, e.g. to request a visa or visa waiver, to open a 
bank account, to send a letter recorded delivery, etc. 

p15, Writing, ex B; p27, Writing, ex B; p39, Writing, ex B; 
p63, Writing, ex B; p75, Writing, ex B; p87, Writing, ex B; 
p99, Writing, ex B; p111, Writing, ex B; p135, Writing, ex 
B; p147, Writing, ex B 
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Online Interaction 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION: 

Can introduce him/herself and manage simple 
exchanges online, asking and answering questions and 
exchanging ideas on predictable everyday topics, 
provided enough time is allowed to formulate 
responses, and that he/she interacts with one 
interlocutor at a time. 

Can make short descriptive online postings about 
everyday matters, social activities and feelings, with 
simple key details. 

Can comment on other people’s online postings, 
provided that they are written in simple language, 
reacting to embedded media by expressing feelings of 
surprise, interest and indifference in a simple way. 

Can engage in basic social communication online (e.g. 
writing a simple message on a virtual card for a special 
occasion, sharing news and making/confirming 
arrangements to meet). 

Can make brief positive or negative comments online 
about embedded links and media using a repertoire of 
basic language, though he/she will generally have to 
refer to an online translation tool and other resources. 

p39, Writing, ex C; p51, Writing, ex C; p99, Writing, ex C; 
p111, Writing, ex C 
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Communicative Language Competence 

Linguistic – range 
Control 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE: 

 

Has a repertoire of basic language, which enables 
him/her to deal with everyday situations with 
predictable content, though he/she will generally have 
to compromise the message and search for words. 

 

Can produce brief everyday expressions in order to satisfy 
simple needs of a concrete type: personal details, daily 
routines, wants and needs, requests for information. 

 

Can use basic sentence patterns and communicate with 
memorised phrases, groups of a few words and formulae 
about themselves and other people, what they do, places, 
possessions etc. 

 

Has a limited repertoire of short memorised phrases 
covering predictable survival situations; frequent 
breakdowns and misunderstandings occur in non-routine 
situations. 

 

 

 

VOCABULARY RANGE: 

 

Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, everyday 
transactions involving familiar situations and topics. 

 

Has a sufficient vocabulary for the expression of basic 
communicative needs. Has a sufficient vocabulary for 
coping with simple survival needs. 

 

 

 

 

p23, Communication, ex B; p47, Communication; p71, 
Communication; p95, Communication; p107, 
Communication, ex A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p15, Vocabulary, ex B; p17, Review, ex A; p27, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p29, Review, ex A; p39, Vocabulary, ex 
B; p40, Video, ex A; p41, Review, ex A; p46-47, The Real 
World, ex D; p51, Vocabulary, ex B; p51, Writing, ex B; 
p52, Video, ex C; p53, Review, ex A; p58-59, The Real 
World, ex C; p59, Communication, exs A, B; p67, Review, 
ex A; p70-71, The Real World, ex C; p75, Vocabulary, ex 
B; p75, Writing, ex B; p82-83, The Real World, ex C; p89, 
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Phonological Control 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL: 
 
Pronunciation is generally clear enough to be understood, 
but conversational partners will need to ask for repetition 
from time to time. A strong influence from other 
language(s) he/she speaks on stress, rhythm and 
intonation may affect intelligibility, requiring collaboration 
from interlocutors. Nevertheless, pronunciation of 
familiar words is clear. 

 

SOUND ARTICULATION: 
 
Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday situations, provided 
the interlocutor makes an effort to understand specific 
sounds. 
Systematic mispronunciation of phonemes does not 
hinder intelligibility, provided the interlocutor makes an 
effort to recognise and adjust to the influence of the 
speaker's language background on pronunciation. 

p11, Pronunciation; p35, Pronunciation; p71, 
Pronunciation; p95, Pronunciation; p107, Pronunciation; 
p119, Pronunciation; p143, Pronunciation 

PROSODIC FEATURES: 
 
Can use the prosodic features of everyday words and 
phrases intelligibly, in spite of a strong influence on stress, 
intonation and/or rhythm from other language(s) he/she 
speaks. 
Prosodic features (e.g. word stress) are adequate for 
familiar, everyday words and simple utterances. 

p23, Pronunciation; p47, Pronunciation; p59, 
Pronunciation; p83, Pronunciation; p131, Pronunciation;  
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Pragmatic 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT 

Can tell a story or describe something in a simple list of 
points. 

Can give an example of something in a very simple text 
using ‘like’ or ‘for example.’ 

 

COHERENCE AND COHESION: 

Can use the most frequently occurring connectors to 
link simple sentences in order to tell a story or 
describe something as a simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple connectors like 
‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

p115, Preview, ex C; p123, Writing, ex C 

 

 

 

 
 
p15, Writing, ex C; p27, Writing, ex C; p39, Writing, ex C; 
p51, Writing, ex C; p63, Writing, ex C; p75, Writing, ex C; 
p87, Writing, ex C; p99, Writing, ex C; p111, Writing, ex C; 
p123, Writing, ex C; p135, Writing, ex C; p147, Writing, ex 
C 
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Unit 1 I’d Like to Be a Pilot 

PREVIEW (pages 6-7) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct 
exchange of information on familiar and 
routine matters to do with work and free 
time.  

 

C 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 8-9) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow in outline short, simple social 
exchanges, conducted very slowly and 
clearly. 

A, D 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange 
of information.  

Can exchange limited 
information on familiar 
and routine operational 
matters. 

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Best Job Ever (pages 10-11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B, C 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 

 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday 
situations, provided the interlocutor makes 
an effort to understand specific sounds. 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can answer simple questions and respond 
to simple statements in an interview. 

 

B 
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READING Extreme Jobs (pages 12-13) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

A, B, C 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A, B 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 14) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING AS A LEISURE 
ACTIVITY 

Can understand short narratives and 
descriptions of someone’s life that are 
written in simple words. 

 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand very simple formal emails 
and letters (e.g. confirmation of a booking or 
on-line purchase). 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

CORRESPONDENCE Can convey personal information of a routine 
nature, for example in a short email or letter 
introducing him/herself.  

 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 
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VIDEO Volcano Explorers (page 16) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 17) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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Unit 2 Which One Is Bruno? 

PREVIEW (pages 18-19) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe people, places and possessions 
in simple terms. 

C 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 20-21) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow in outline short, simple social 
exchanges, conducted very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, D, E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange 
of information.  

Can exchange limited information on familiar 
and routine operational matters. 

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD A Photographer’s Journey (pages 22-23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 

 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe people, places and possessions 
in simple terms. 

 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
PROSODIC FEATURES 

Prosodic features (e.g. word stress) are 
adequate for familiar, everyday words and 
simple utterances. 
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COMMUNICATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
INTERACTION 

Can write short, simple formulaic notes 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

A 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct 
exchange of information on familiar and 
routine matters to do with work and free 
time.  

 

B 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use basic sentence patterns and 
communicate with memorised phrases, 
groups of a few words and formulae 
about themselves and other people, 
what they do, places, possessions etc. 
 

B 

  

READING Unsung Heroes (pages 24-25) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

B, C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 26) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING AS A LEISURE 
ACTIVITY 

Can understand short narratives and 
descriptions of someone’s life that are 
written in simple words. 

 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

B 
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WRITING (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING AS A LEISURE 
ACTIVITY 

Can understand much of the information 
provided in a short description of a person 
(e.g. a celebrity). 

 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write about everyday aspects 
of his/her environment e.g. 
people, places, a job or study 
experience in linked sentences. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

 

VIDEO The Tables (page 28) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

C 
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REVIEW (page 29) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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Unit 3 We Have to Reduce Trash! 

PREVIEW (pages 30-31) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

A, B 

READING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Can understand simple, brief instructions 
provided that they are illustrated and not 
written in continuous text. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. 
Can agree and disagree with others. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 32-33) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow in outline short, simple social 
exchanges, conducted very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing 
with concrete everyday needs. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – 
for example tends to mix up tenses and 
forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it 
is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D, E 
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THE REAL WORLD Traveling Without Single-Use Plastic (pages 34-35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. 
 
 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

A, C 
 
 
D 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

B, C 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday 
situations, provided the interlocutor makes 
an effort to understand specific sounds. 
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COMMUNICATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
INTERACTION 

Can write short, simple formulaic notes 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

A 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE 
INTERACTION WITH PEERS 

Can collaborate in simple, practical tasks, 
asking what others think, making suggestions 
and understanding responses, provided 
he/she can ask for repetition or 
reformulation from time to time. 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct 
exchange of information on familiar and 
routine matters to do with work and free 
time.  

 

B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

C 
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READING 6 Things You Can Do About Plastic (pages 36-37) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in short 
and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her which is conducted slowly 
and clearly.  

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 38) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 

Can understand the main points of short 
texts dealing with everyday topics (e.g. 
lifestyle, hobbies, sports, weather). 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

B 
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WRITING (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand a short factual 
description or report within his/her own 
field, provided that it is written in simple 
language and does not contain 
unpredictable detail. 

 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can make short descriptive online postings 
about everyday matters, social activities 
and feelings, with simple key details. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

  

VIDEO Fixing the Plastic Problem (page 40) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 
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REVIEW (page 41) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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Unit 4 How Do Sloths Move? 

PREVIEW (pages 42-43) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct 
exchange of information on familiar and 
routine matters to do with work and free 
time.  

 

C 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 44-45) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow in outline short, simple social 
exchanges, conducted very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A, C 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing 
with concrete everyday needs. 

A, E 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – 
for example tends to mix up tenses and 
forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it 
is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D, E 
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THE REAL WORLD Fur Seal Pups (pages 46-47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B, C 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand information given in 
illustrated brochures and maps, e.g. the 
principal attractions of a city or area.  

 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. D 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary for the 
expression of basic communicative needs.  
 

D 

COLLABORATING TO 
CONSTRUCT MEANING 

Can make simple remarks and pose 
occasional questions to indicate that 
he/she is following. Can make suggestions 
in a simple way in order to move the 
discussion forward. 

D 

  

PRONUNCIATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
PROSODIC FEATURES 

Prosodic features (e.g. word stress) are 
adequate for familiar, everyday words and 
simple utterances. 
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COMMUNICATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can communicate in simple and routine 
tasks requiring a simple and direct 
exchange of information on familiar and 
routine matters to do with work and free 
time.  

 

 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use basic sentence patterns and 
communicate with memorised phrases, 
groups of a few words and formulae 
about themselves and other people, 
what they do, places, possessions etc. 
 

 

 

READING Can Animals Be Nice? (pages 48-49) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her which is conducted slowly 
and clearly.  

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

B, C 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 50) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 

Can understand the main points of short 
texts dealing with everyday topics (e.g. 
lifestyle, hobbies, sports, weather). 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

B 
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WRITING (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand a short factual 
description or report within his/her own 
field, provided that it is written in simple 
language and does not contain 
unpredictable detail. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct 
routine, everyday transactions involving 
familiar situations and topics. 

B 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can make short descriptive online postings 
about everyday matters, social activities 
and feelings, with simple key details. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

 

VIDEO Amazing Rats (page 52) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

C 
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REVIEW (page 53) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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Unit 5 I’m Meeting Friends Later 

PREVIEW (pages 54-55) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 
 
Can understand in a radio interview 
what people say they do in their free 
time, what they particularly like doing 
and what they do not like doing, 
provided that they speak slowly and 
clearly. 

 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can briefly talk about what he/she plans to 
do at the weekend or during the holidays. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 56-57) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow in outline short, simple social 
exchanges, conducted very slowly and 
clearly. 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D, E 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe plans and arrangements, 
habits and routines, past activities and 
personal experiences. 

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD World Traveler (pages 58-59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary for the 
expression of basic communicative needs.  

 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
PROSODIC FEATURES 

Prosodic features (e.g. word stress) are 
adequate for familiar, everyday words and 
simple utterances. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can discuss what to do, where to go and 
make arrangements to meet. 

 

B 
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READING Sit with Us (pages 60-61) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

B, C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 62) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 

Can understand the main points of short 
texts dealing with everyday topics (e.g. 
lifestyle, hobbies, sports, weather). 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand a simple personal letter, 
email or post in which the person writing is 
talking about familiar subjects (such as 
friends or family) or asking questions on 
these subjects. 

 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

CORRESPONDENCE Can write short, simple notes, emails and 
text messages (e.g. to send or reply to an 
invitation, to confirm or change an 
arrangement). 

 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 
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VIDEO The Boiling River (page 64) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 65) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 
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Unit 6 What Will Earth Be Like in the Future? 

PREVIEW (pages 66-67) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can locate specific information in lists 
and isolate the information required (e.g. 
use the ‘Yellow Pages’ to find a service or 
tradesman). 
 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary for the 
expression of basic communicative needs.  
 

A 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. 
Can agree and disagree with others. 

C 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire 
dealing with concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 68-69) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her that is conducted slowly and 
clearly.  

 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A, E 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing 
with concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – 
for example tends to mix up tenses and 
forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it 
is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her which is conducted slowly 
and clearly.  

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

D 
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THE REAL WORLD Six Degrees (pages 70-71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary for the 
expression of basic communicative needs.  

 

C 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can follow the general outline of a 
news report on a familiar type of 
event, provided that the contents are 
familiar and predictable. 
 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. D 

  

PRONUNCIATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday 
situations, provided the interlocutor makes 
an effort to understand specific sounds. 
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COMMUNICATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her which is conducted slowly 
and clearly.  

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 
Can agree and disagree with others. 

 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use basic sentence patterns and 
communicate with memorised phrases, 
groups of a few words and formulae 
about themselves and other people, 
what they do, places, possessions etc. 
 

 

  

READING On Thin Ice (pages 72-73) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 74) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 

Can understand texts describing people, 
places, everyday life, and culture, etc., 
provided that they are written in simple 
language. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

B 
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WRITING (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts 
containing the highest frequency vocabulary, 
including a proportion of shared 
international vocabulary items. 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write about everyday aspects 
of his/her environment e.g. 
people, places, a job or study 
experience in linked sentences. 

 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

 

VIDEO Renewable Energy (page 76) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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REVIEW (page 77) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 
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Unit 7 When Did It Happen? 

PREVIEW (pages 78-79) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

A, B 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions about 
an event, e.g. ask where and when it took 
place, who was there and what it was like. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 80-81) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her that is conducted slowly and 
clearly.  

 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – 
for example tends to mix up tenses and 
forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it 
is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions about 
an event, e.g. ask where and when it took 
place, who was there and what it was like. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD The Space Race (pages 82-83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary for the 
expression of basic communicative needs.  

 

C 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can follow the general outline of a 
news report on a familiar type of 
event, provided that the contents are 
familiar and predictable. 
 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
PROSODIC FEATURES 

Prosodic features (e.g. word stress) are 
adequate for familiar, everyday words and 
simple utterances. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions about 
an event, e.g. ask where and when it took 
place, who was there and what it was like. 
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READING An Ancient Murder (pages 84-85) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

A, C 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

B 
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COMPREHENSION (page 86) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 
Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 
 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

B 
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WRITING (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the main points in 
short news items on subjects of 
personal interest (e.g. sport, 
celebrities). 

 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write short, simple imaginary 
biographies and simple poems about 
people. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

 

VIDEO The Unsinkable Ship (page 88) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 
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REVIEW (page 89) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

C 
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Unit 8 Have You Ever Tried Go-Karting? 

PREVIEW (pages 78-79) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 
 
Can understand in a radio interview 
what people say they do in their free 
time, what they particularly like doing 
and what they do not like doing, 
provided that they speak slowly and 
clearly. 

 

A, B 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 92-93) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her that is conducted slowly and 
clearly.  

 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing 
with concrete everyday needs. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – 
for example tends to mix up tenses and 
forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it 
is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D, E 
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THE REAL WORLD Lantern Festival (pages 94-95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations  

in routine contexts on topics of interest.  
 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday 
situations, provided the interlocutor makes 
an effort to understand specific sounds. 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions about 
an event, e.g. ask where and when it took 
place, who was there and what it was like. 

 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use basic sentence patterns and 
communicate with memorised phrases, 
groups of a few words and formulae 
about themselves and other people, 
what they do, places, possessions etc. 
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READING Bucket Lists (pages 96-97) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand the main points of short 
texts dealing with everyday topics (e.g. 
lifestyle, hobbies, sports, weather). 

A 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 

Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods 
in brochures and websites (e.g. portable 
digital devices, cameras, etc.). 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 98) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 
Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 
 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

  

VOCABULARY (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

B 
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WRITING (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand most of what 
people say about themselves in a 
personal ad or post and what they 
say they like in other people. 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 
 

B 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can make short descriptive online postings 
about everyday matters, social activities 
and feelings, with simple key details. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

  

VIDEO Sailing Solo (page 100) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 
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REVIEW (page 101) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 
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Unit 9 Phones Used to Be Much Bigger! 

PREVIEW (pages 102-103) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 
 
Can understand in a radio interview 
what people say they do in their free 
time, what they particularly like doing 
and what they do not like doing, 
provided that they speak slowly and 
clearly. 

 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can use simple descriptive language to 
make brief statements about and compare 
objects and possessions.  

Can explain what he/she likes or dislikes 
about something. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 104-105) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her that is conducted slowly and 
clearly.  

 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – 
for example tends to mix up tenses and 
forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it 
is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D, E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can understand enough to manage simple, 
routine exchanges without undue effort. 
Can deal with practical everyday demands: 
finding out and passing on straightforward 
factual information. 

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Classic Video Games (pages 106-107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand a short factual 
description or report within his/her own 
field, provided that it is written in simple 
language and does not contain 
unpredictable detail. 

 

C 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can tell a story or describe something in a 
simple list of points. 
Can use simple descriptive 
language to make brief 
statements about and compare 
objects and possessions.  
Can explain what he/she likes or dislikes 
about something. 

 

D 

  

PRONUNCIATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday 
situations, provided the interlocutor makes 
an effort to understand specific sounds. 
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COMMUNICATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE Can use basic sentence patterns and 
communicate with memorised phrases, 
groups of a few words and formulae 
about themselves and other people, 
what they do, places, possessions etc. 

 

A 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions about 
an event, e.g. ask where and when it took 
place, who was there and what it was like. 

B 

  

READING The Things We Used to Do (pages 108-109) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 

Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods 
in brochures and websites (e.g. portable 
digital devices, cameras, etc.). 

B, C 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 110) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 
Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 

 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

B 
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WRITING (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand most of what people say 
about themselves in a personal ad or post 
and what they say they like in other people. 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

B 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can make short descriptive online postings 
about everyday matters, social activities 
and feelings, with simple key details. 

 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

 

VIDEO Creating the Internet (page 112) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 
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REVIEW (page 113) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 
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Unit 10 They’ve Made an Amazing Discovery! 

PREVIEW (pages 114-115) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 
Can extract important information from 
short radio broadcasts, such as the 
weather forecast, concert 
announcements or sports results, 
provided that people talk clearly. 

Can understand the important points of a 
story and manage to follow the plot, 
provided the story is told slowly and clearly. 

A, B 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT
  

Can tell a story or describe something in a 
simple list of points. 

 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 116-117) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her that is conducted slowly and 
clearly.  

 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D, E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can understand enough to manage simple, 
routine exchanges without undue effort. 
Can deal with practical everyday demands: 
finding out and passing on straightforward 
factual information. 

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Lights In The Sky (pages 118-119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand information given in 
illustrated brochures and maps, e.g. the 
principal attractions of a city or area.  

Can understand texts describing people, 
places, everyday life, and culture, etc., 
provided that they are written in simple 
language. 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

B, C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday 
situations, provided the interlocutor makes 
an effort to understand specific sounds. 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can ask and answer simple questions about 
an event, e.g. ask where and when it took 
place, who was there and what it was like. 

A, B 
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READING Turned To Stone (pages 120-121) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 122) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 
Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 
 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

B 
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WRITING (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand texts describing people, 
places, everyday life, and culture, etc., 
provided that they are written in simple 
language. 

 

A 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write very short, basic descriptions of 
events, past activities and personal 
experiences.  

 

B, C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can tell a story or describe something in a 
simple list of points. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 

 

VIDEO Lines In The Sand (page 124) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 
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REVIEW (page 125) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

C 
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Unit 11 Buy One, Get One Free! 

PREVIEW (pages 126-127) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the most important 
information contained in short radio 
commercials concerning goods and 
services of interest (e.g. CDs, video 
games, travel, etc.). 
Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her which is conducted slowly 
and clearly.  

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 128-129) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her that is conducted slowly and 
clearly.  

 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D, E 
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THE REAL WORLD Supermarket Tricks (pages 130-131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand texts describing people, 
places, everyday life, and culture, etc., 
provided that they are written in simple 
language. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express opinions in a limited way. D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
PROSODIC FEATURES 

Can use the prosodic features of everyday 
words and phrases intelligibly, in spite of a 
strong influence on stress, intonation 
and/or rhythm from other language(s) 
he/she speaks. 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can use simple descriptive language to make 
brief statements about and compare objects 
and possessions.  
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READING Cause Marketing (pages 132-133) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

B, C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 134) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 
Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 

 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 
 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write about everyday aspects 
of his/her environment e.g. 
people, places, a job or study 
experience in linked sentences. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 
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VIDEO Gravity Stones (page 136) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 137) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

C 
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Unit 12 Which Planet Is the Biggest? 

PREVIEW (pages 138-139) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand and extract the 
essential information from short, 
recorded passages dealing with 
predictable everyday matters that are 
delivered slowly and clearly. 

 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can manage simple, routine exchanges 
without undue effort; can ask and answer 
questions and exchange ideas and 
information on familiar topics in predictable 
everyday situations. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 140-141) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion 
around him/her that is conducted slowly and 
clearly.  

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A, E 

CONVERSATION Can participate in short conversations in 
routine contexts on topics of interest.  

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing 
with concrete everyday needs. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – 
for example tends to mix up tenses and 
forget to mark agreement; nevertheless, it 
is usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B, C, D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can understand enough to manage simple, 
routine exchanges without undue effort. 
Can deal with practical everyday demands: 
finding out and passing on straightforward 
factual information. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Space Inventions (pages 142-143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 
 

A, B 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand information given in 
illustrated brochures and maps, e.g. the 
principal attractions of a city or area.  

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can explain what she likes or dislikes about 
something, why he/she prefers one thing to 
another, making simple, direct comparisons. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
SOUND ARTICULATION 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible when 
communicating in simple everyday 
situations, provided the interlocutor makes 
an effort to understand specific sounds. 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can manage simple, routine exchanges 
without undue effort; can ask and answer 
questions and exchange ideas and 
information on familiar topics in predictable 
everyday situations. 
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READING Exoplanets (pages 144-145) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 
Can exploit his/her recognition of 
known words to deduce the meaning of 
unfamiliar words in short expressions 
used in routine everyday contexts. 

 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can find specific information in practical, 
concrete, predictable texts (e.g. travel 
guidebooks, recipes), provided they are 
written in simple language. 
Can understand the main information in 
short and simple descriptions of goods in 
brochures and websites (e.g. portable digital 
devices, cameras, etc.). 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

 

C 

  

COMPREHENSION (page 146) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can identify specific information in 
simpler written material he/she 
encounters such as letters, 
brochures and short newspaper 
articles describing events. 
Can pick out the main information in 
short newspaper reports or simple 
articles in which figures, names, 
illustrations and titles play a prominent 
role and support the meaning of the 
text. 
Can understand texts describing 
people, places, everyday life, and 
culture, etc., provided that they are 
written in simple language. 

 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can exchange opinions and compare things 
and people using simple language. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can use an idea of the overall meaning 
of short texts and utterances on 
everyday topics of a concrete type to 
derive the probable meaning of 
unknown words from the context. 

 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has sufficient vocabulary to conduct routine, 
everyday transactions involving familiar 
situations and topics. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand short, simple texts on 
familiar matters of a concrete type which 
consist of high frequency everyday or job- 
related language. 

A 

NOTES, MESSAGES AND 
FORMS 

Can write short, simple notes and messages 
relating to matters in areas of immediate 
need. 

 

B 

WRITTEN REPORTS AND 
ESSAYS 

Can give his/her impressions and opinions 
in writing about topics of personal interest 
(e.g. lifestyles and culture, stories), using 
basic everyday vocabulary and expressions. 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

 

Can use the most frequently occurring 
connectors to link simple sentences in order 
to tell a story or describe something as a 
simple list of points. 

Can link groups of words with simple 
connectors like ‘and, ‘but’ and ‘because’. 

 

C 
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VIDEO The Red Planet (page 148) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can identify the main point of TV news items 
reporting events, accidents etc. where the 
visual supports the commentary. 
Can follow a TV commercial or a trailer for or 
scene from a film, understanding what the 
actors are talking about, provided that the 
images are a great help in understanding and 
the delivery is clear and relatively slow. 
Can follow changes of topic of factual TV 
news items, and form an idea of the main 
content. 

A, B, C 

 

REVIEW (page 149) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Can control a narrow repertoire dealing with 
concrete everyday needs. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses some simple structures correctly, but 
still systematically makes basic mistakes – for 
example tends to mix up tenses and forget 
to mark agreement; nevertheless, it is 
usually clear what he/she is trying to say. 

B 
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Time Zones 4: Framework Level B1 

Communicative Activities 

Reception (spoken) 

OVERALL LISTENING COMPREHENSION 

Can understand straightforward factual information about 
common everyday or job related topics, identifying both 
general messages and specific details, provided speech is 
clearly articulated in a generally familiar accent. 

Can understand the main points of clear standard speech 
on familiar matters regularly encountered in work, school, 
leisure etc., including short narratives. 

UNDERSTANDING CONVERSATION BETWEEN OTHER 
SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation and discussion, 
provided it takes place in standard speech and is clearly 
articulated in a familiar accent.  

Can generally follow the main points of extended 
discussion around him/her, provided speech is clearly 
articulated in standard speech. 

 

 

P6, Preview, exs A, B; p18, Preview, exs A, B; p31, 
Preview, exs A, B 

 

 

 
 

 

 
pp 8-9, Language Focus, exs A, D; pp 20-21, Language 
Focus, exs A, D; pp 32-33, Language Focus, exs A, D; p 
44, Language Focus, ex A; p56, Language Focus, ex A; 
p68, Language Focus, ex A; pp80-81, Language Focus, 
exs A, C; p92, Language Focus, ex A; p103, Preview, 
exs A, B; pp104-105, Language Focus, exs A, D; pp 
116-117, Language Focus, exs A, D; p128, Language 
Focus, exs A, C; p140, Language Focus, ex A 
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LISTENING TO ANNOUNCEMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS 

Can understand simple technical information, such as 
operating instructions for everyday equipment. Can follow 
detailed directions. 

Can understand public announcements at airports, stations 
and on planes, buses and trains, provided these are clearly 
articulated in standard speech with minimum interference 
from background noise. 

 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & RECORDINGS 

Can understand the information content of the majority of 
recorded or broadcast audio material on topics of personal 
interest delivered in clear standard speech. 

Can understand the main points of radio news bulletins and 
simpler recorded material about familiar subjects delivered 
relatively slowly and clearly. 

Can understand the main points and important details in 
stories and other narratives (e.g. a description of a holiday), 
provided the speaker speaks slowly and clearly. 

p23, The Real World, ex D; p55, Preview, exs, A, B; 
p58, The Real World, ex B 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
p43, Preview, exs A, B; p67, Preview, exs A, B; p79, 
Preview, exs A, B; p91, Preview, exs A, B; p115, 
Preview, exs A, B; p127, Preview, exs A, B; p139, 
Preview, exs A, B 
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Written Reception 

OVERALL READING COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on subjects 
related to his/her field and interests with a satisfactory 
level of comprehension. 

 

 

 

 

 

READING CORRESPONDENCE 

Can understand formal correspondence on less familiar 
subjects well enough to redirect it to someone else. 

Can understand the description of events, feelings and 
wishes in personal letters well enough to correspond 
regularly with a pen friend. 

Can understand straightforward personal letters, emails 
or postings giving a relatively detailed account of events 
and experiences. 

Can understand standard formal correspondence and 
online postings in his/her area of professional interest. 

p15, Writing, ex A; p27, Writing, ex A; p45, Language 
Focus, ex E; p51, Writing, ex A; p57, Language Focus, ex 
E; p63, Writing, ex A; p69, Language Focus, ex C; p71, 
The Real World, ex C; p81, Language Focus, ex E; p84, 
Reading, ex C; p87, Writing, ex A; p95, The Real World, 
ex C; p99, Writing, ex A; p107, The Real World, ex D; 
p131, The Real World, ex C; p132, Reading, ex C; p135, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p135, Writing, ex A; p143, The Real 
World, ex C; p147, Writing, ex A 

 

 
 
p39, Writing, ex A; p75, Writing, ex A; p123, Writing, ex 
A 
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READING FOR ORIENTATION (scanning) 

Can scan longer texts in order to locate desired 
information, and gather information from different parts 
of a text, or from different texts in order to fulfil a 
specific task. 

Can scan through straightforward, factual texts in 
magazines, brochures or in the web, identify what they 
are about and decide whether they contain information 
that might be of practical use. 

Can find and understand relevant information in 
everyday material, such as letters, brochures and short 
official documents.  

Can pick out important information about preparation 
and usage on the labels on foodstuffs and medicine. 

Can assess whether an article, report or review is on the 
required topic. 

Can understand the important information in simple, 
clearly drafted adverts in newspapers or magazines, 
provided that there are not too many abbreviations. 

P12, Reading, exs B, C; p14, Comprehension, exs A, B; 
p24, Reading, exs B, C; p36, Reading, exs A, B; p49, 
Reading, ex B; p60, Reading exs A, B; p72, Reading, exs 
B, C; p74, Comprehension, ex B; p84, Reading, ex B; p96, 
Reading, exs A, B; p108, Reading, exs B, C; p120, 
Reading, ex B; p122, Comprehension, ex B; p132, 
Reading, ex B; p144, Reading, ex B 
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READING FOR INFORMATION & ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual texts on 
subjects relating to his/her interests or studies. 

Can understand short texts on subjects that are familiar 
or of current interest, in which people give their points 
of view (e.g. critical contributions to an online discussion 
forum or readers’ letters to the editor). 

Can identify the main conclusions in clearly signalled 
argumentative texts. 

Can recognise the line of argument in the treatment of 
the issue presented, though not necessarily in detail. 

Can recognise significant points in straightforward 
newspaper articles on familiar subjects. 

Can understand most factual information that he/she is 
likely to come across on familiar subjects of interest, 
provided he/she has sufficient time for re-reading. 

Can understand the main points in descriptive notes 
such as those on museum exhibits and explanatory 
boards in exhibitions. 

p14, Comprehension, exs A, B; p26, Comprehension, exs 
A, B; p38, Comprehension, exs A, B; p50, 
Comprehension, exs A, B; p62, Comprehension, exs A, B; 
p74, Comprehension, exs A, B; p86, Comprehension, exs 
A, B; p98, Comprehension, exs A, B; p110, 
Compehension, exs A, B; p111, Writing, ex A; p122, 
Comprehension, exs A, B; p134, Comprehension, exs A, 
B; p146, Comprehension, exs A, B 
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READING INSTRUCTIONS 

Can understand instructions and procedures in the form 
of a continuous text, for example in a manual, provided 
that he/she is familiar with the type of process or 
product concerned. 

Can understand clearly written, straightforward 
instructions for a piece of equipment. Can follow simple 
instructions given on packaging, e.g. cooking 
instructions. 

Can understand most short safety instructions, (e.g. on 
public transport or in manuals for the use of electrical 
equipment). 

 

READING AS A LEISURE ACTIVITY 

Can read newspaper / magazine accounts of films, 
books, concerts etc. written for a wider audience and 
understand the main points. 

Can understand simple poems and song lyrics written in 
straightforward language and style. 

Can understand the description of places, events, 
explicitly expressed feelings and perspectives in 
narratives, guides and magazine articles that are written 
in high frequency, everyday language. 

Can understand a travel diary mainly describing the 
events of a journey and the experiences and discoveries 
the person made. 

Can follow the plot of stories, simple novels and comics 
with a clear linear storyline and high frequency everyday 
language, given regular use of a dictionary. 

p22, The Real World, ex C; p45, Language Focus, ex D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
p49, Comprehension, ex A; p86, Comprehension, ex A; 
p98, Comprehension, ex A 
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Reception Audio/Visual 
Audio-visual Reception 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND VIDEO 
 
Can understand a large part of many TV programmes 
on topics of personal interest such as interviews, short 
lectures, and news reports when the delivery is 
relatively slow and clear. 
 
Can follow many films in which visuals and action carry 
much of the storyline, and which are delivered clearly 
in straightforward language. 
Can catch the main points in TV programmes on 
familiar topics when the delivery is relatively slow and 
clear. 
 
 

pp10-11, The Real World, exs A, B, C; p16, Video, exs 
A, B; pp22-23, The Real World, exs B, C; p28, Video, 
exs A, B; pp34-35, The Real World, exs A, B; p40, 
Video, exs A, B, C; pp46-47, The Real World, exs A, B; 
p52, Video, exs A, B, C; pp58-59, The Real World, exs 
B, C; p64, Video, exs A, B, C; pp70-71, The Real World, 
exs A, B; p76, Video, exs A, B; pp82-83, The Real 
World, exs A, B; p88, Video, exs A, B; pp94-95, The 
Real World, exs A, B; p100, Video, exs A, B; pp106-
107, The Real World, exs A, B; p112, Video, exs A, B; 
pp118-119, The Real World, exs A, B, C; p124, Video, 
exs A, B; pp130-131, The Real World, exs A, B; p136, 
Video, exs A, B; pp142-143, The Real World, exs A, B; 
p148, Video, exs A, B 
 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 
 
Can exploit different types of connectors (numerical, 
temporal, logical) and the role of key paragraphs in the 
overall organisation, in order to better understand the 
argumentation in a text. 
 
Can extrapolate the meaning of a section of a text by 
taking into account the text as a whole. 
 
 Can identify unfamiliar words from the context on 
topics related to his/her field and interests. 
 
Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional unknown 
words from the context and deduce sentence meaning 
provided the topic discussed is familiar. 
 
Can make basic inferences or predictions about text 
content from headings, titles or headlines.  
Can listen to a short narrative and predict what will 
happen next. 
 
Can follow a line of argument or the sequence of 
events in a story, by focusing on common logical 
connectors (e.g. however, because) and temporal 
connectors (e.g. after that, beforehand). 
 
Can deduce the probable meaning of unknown words 
in a written text by identifying their constituent part 
(e.g. identifying word roots, lexical elements, suffixes 
and prefixes). 

p12, Reading, ex A; p14, Comprehension, ex A; p15, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p22, The Real World, ex A; p27, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p28, Video, ex C; p39, Vocabulary, 
ex A; p49, Reading, ex A; p51, Vocabulary, ex A; p55, 
Preview, ex A; p62, Comprehension, ex A; p63, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p72, Reading, ex A; p75, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p87, Vocabulary, ex A; p98, 
Comprehension, ex A; p99, Vocabulary, ex A; pp106-
107, exs A, B, C, D; p108, Reading, ex A; p110, 
Comprehension, ex A; p111, Vocabulary, ex A; p112, 
Video, ex C; p120, Reading, ex A; p122, 
Comprehension, ex A; p123, Vocabulary, ex A; p132, 
Reading, ex A; p134, Comprehension, ex A; p135, 
Vocabulary, ex A; p146, Comprehension, ex A; p147, 
Vocabulary, ex A 
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Spoken Production 
OVERALL SPOKEN PRODUCTION 

Can reasonably fluently sustain a straightforward 
description of one of a variety of subjects within his/her 
field of interest, presenting it as a linear sequence of 
points. 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  Describing Experience 

Can clearly express feelings about something 
experienced and give reasons to explain those feelings. 

Can give straightforward descriptions on a variety of 
familiar subjects within his field of interest. 

Can reasonably fluently relate a straightforward narrative 
or description as a linear sequence of points. Can give 
detailed accounts of experiences, describing feelings and 
reactions. 

Can relate details of unpredictable occurrences, e.g. an 
accident. Can relate the plot of a book or film and describe 
his/her reactions. Can describe dreams, hopes and 
ambitions. 

Can describe events, real or imagined. 

Can narrate a story. 

 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE:  GIVING INFORMATION 

Can explain the main points in an idea or problem with 
reasonable precision.  

Can describe how to do something, giving detailed 
instructions. 

Can report straightforward factual information on a 
familiar topic, for example to indicate the nature of a 
problem or to give detailed directions, provided he/she 
can prepare beforehand. 

p55, Preview, ex C 

 

 

 
p43, Preview, ex C; p47 Communication; p136, Video 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p23, The Real World, ex D 
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SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can develop an argument well enough to be followed 
without difficulty most of the time. Can give simple 
reasons to justify a viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

Can express opinions on subjects relating to everyday 
life, using simple expressions. Can briefly give reasons 
and explanations for opinions, plans and actions. 

Can say whether or not he/she approves of what 
someone has done and give reasons to justify this 
opinion. 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Can deliver short, rehearsed announcements on a 
topic pertinent to everyday occurrences in his/her 
field which, despite possibly very foreign stress and 
intonation, are nevertheless clearly intelligible. 

ADDRESSING AUDIENCES 

Can give a prepared presentation on a familiar topic 
within his/her field, outlining similarities and 
differences (e.g. between products, countries/regions, 
plans). 

Can give a prepared straightforward presentation on a 
familiar topic within his/her field which is clear enough 
to be followed without difficulty most of the time, and 
in which the main points are explained with 
reasonable precision. 

Can take follow up questions, but may have to ask for 
repetition if the speech was rapid. 

p11, The Real World, ex D; p26, Comprehension, ex C; 
p47, The Real World, ex D; p52, Video; p64, Video; 
p76, Video, ex C; p79, Preview, ex C; pp82-83, The Real 
World, ex C; p88, Video, ex C; p91, Preview, ex C; 
p100, Video; p110, Comprehension, ex C; p115, 
Preview, ex C; p119, The Real World, ex D; p131, The 
Real World, ex D; p131, Communication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p11, Communication, ex B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p143, Communication, ex B 
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Written Production 
OVERALL WRITTEN PRODUCTION 

Can write straightforward connected texts on a range of 
familiar subjects within his/her field of interest, by 
linking a series of shorter discrete elements into a linear 
sequence. 

 

p147, Writing, ex C 

CREATIVE WRITING 

Can clearly signal chronological sequence in narrative 
text. 

Can write a simple review of a film, book or TV 
programme using a limited range of language. 

Can write straightforward, detailed descriptions on a 
range of familiar subjects within his/her field of interest. 
Can write accounts of experiences, describing feelings 
and reactions in simple connected text. 

Can write a description of an event, a recent trip – real 
or imagined. 

Can narrate a story. 

p15, Writing, ex C; p27, Writing, ex C; p39, Writing, exs 
B, C; p51, Writing, ex C; p63, Writing, ex C; p111, 
Writing, ex C 

WRITTEN REPORTS & ESSAYS 

Can write short, simple essays on topics of interest. 

Can write a text on a topical subject of personal interest, 
using simple language to list advantages and 
disadvantages, give and justify his/her opinion. 

Can summarise, report and give his/her opinion about 
accumulated factual information on familiar routine and 
non-routine matters within his/her field with some 
confidence. 

Can write very brief reports to a standard 
conventionalised format, which pass on routine factual 
information and state reasons for actions. 

Can present a topic in a short report or poster, using 
photographs and short blocks of text. 

p87, Writing, ex C; p99, Writing, ex C; p135, Writing, ex C 
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PLANNING 
Can rehearse and try out new combinations and 
expressions, inviting feedback. 
Can work out how to communicate the main point(s) 
he/she wants to get across, exploiting any resources 
available and limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

p15, Writing, ex B; p27, Writing, ex B; p38, 
Comprehension, ex C; p39, Writing, ex B; p63, Writing, 
ex B; p75, Writing, ex B; p87, Writing, ex B; p99, 
Writing, ex B; p111, Writing, ex B; p123, Writing, ex B; 
p135, Writing, ex B; p147, Writing, ex B 
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Spoken Interaction 

OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION 

Can communicate with some confidence on familiar 
routine and non-routine matters related to his/her 
interests and professional field. Can exchange, check 
and confirm information, deal with less routine 
situations and explain why something is a problem. Can 
express thoughts on more abstract, cultural topics such 
as films, books, music etc. 

Can exploit a wide range of simple language to deal with 
most situations likely to arise whilst travelling. Can enter 
unprepared into conversation of familiar topics, express 
personal opinions and exchange information on topics 
that are familiar, of personal interest or pertinent to 
everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, travel and 
current events). 

UNDERSTANDING AN INTERLOCUTOR 

Can follow clearly articulated speech directed at him/her 
in everyday conversation, though will sometimes have 
to ask for repetition of particular words and phrases. 

 

CONVERSATION 

Can start up a conversation and help it to keep going by 
asking people relatively spontaneous questions about a 
special experience or event, expressing reactions and 
opinion on familiar subjects. 

Can have relatively long conversations on subjects of 
common interest, provided that the interlocutor makes 
an effort to support understanding. 

Can enter unprepared into conversations on familiar 
topics. 

Can follow clearly articulated speech directed at him/her 
in everyday conversation, though will sometimes have 
to ask for repetition of particular words and phrases. 

Can maintain a conversation or discussion but may 
sometimes be difficult to follow when trying to say 
exactly what he/she would like to. 

p7, Preview, ex C; p19, Preview, ex C; p67, Preview, ex C; 
p129, Language Focus, ex E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

p95, Communication; p107, Communication, ex B 

 

 

 

p9, Language Focus, ex E; p23, Communication, ex B; 
pp104-105, Language Focus, exs C, E; p117, Language 
Focus, ex E 
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Can express and respond to feelings such as surprise, 
happiness, sadness, interest and indifference. 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH FRIENDS) 

Can follow much of what is said around him/her on 
general topics provided interlocutors avoid very 
idiomatic usage and articulate clearly. 

Can express his/her thoughts about abstract or cultural 
topics such as music, films. Can explain why something is 
a problem. 

Can give brief comments on the views of others. 

Can compare and contrast alternatives, discussing what 
to do, where to go, who or which to choose etc. 

Can generally follow the main points in an informal 
discussion with friends provided speech is clearly 
articulated in standard language. 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions in 
discussing topics of interest. 

Can make his/her opinions and reactions understood as 
regards solutions to problems or practical questions of 
where to go, what to do, how to organise an event (e.g. 
an outing). 

Can express belief, opinion, agreement and 
disagreement politely. 

 

p14, Comprehension, ex C; p16, Video, ex C; p24, 
Reading, ex A; p28, Video; p31, Preview, ex C; p33, 
Language Focus, ex E; p35, The Real World, exs C, D; 
p36, Reading, ex C; p38, Comprehension, ex C; p40, 
Video; pp46-47, The Real World, ex C; p49, Reading, ex 
C; p50, Comprehension, ex C; p59, The Real World, ex D; 
p60, Reading, ex C; p62, Comprehension, ex C; p71, The 
Real World, ex D; p74, Comprehension, ex C; p79, 
Preview, ex C; p81, Language Focus, ex E; p83, The Real 
World, ex D; p84, Reading, ex A; p86, Comprehension, ex 
C; p88, Video; p91, Preview, ex C; p93, Language Focus, 
ex E; p95, The Real World, ex D; p96, Reading, ex C; p98, 
Comprehension, ex C; p100, Video; p103, Preview, ex C; 
p107, The Real World, ex D; p108, Reading, ex C; p112, 
Video; p115 ,Preview, ex C; p119, The Real World, ex C; 
p120, Reading, ex C; p122, Comprehension, ex C; p124, 
Video, ex C; p127, Preview, ex C; p132, Reading, ex C; 
p134, Comprehension, ex C; p136, Video, ex C; p139, 
Preview, ex C; pp140-141, Language Focus, exs C, E; 
p143, The Real World, ex D; p144, Reading, exs A, C; 
p146, Comprehension, ex C; p148, Video 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

Can exchange, check and confirm accumulated factual 
information on familiar routine and non-routine matters 
within his/her field with some confidence. 

Can summarise and give his or her opinion about a short 
story, article, talk, discussion interview, or documentary 
and answer further questions of detail. 

Can find out and pass on straightforward factual 
information. Can ask for and follow detailed directions. 

Can obtain more detailed information. 

p21, Language Focus, ex E; p35, Communication; p45, 
Language Focus, ex E; p57, Language Focus, ex E; p71, 
Communication 
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Can offer advice on simple matters within his/her field of 
experience. 
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INTERVIEWING AND BEING INTERVIEWED 

Can provide concrete information required in an 
interview/consultation (e.g. describe symptoms to a 
doctor) but does so with limited precision. 

Can carry out a prepared interview, checking and 
confirming information, though he/she may occasionally 
have to ask for repetition if the other person's response 
is rapid or extended. 

Can take some initiatives in an interview/consultation 
(e.g. to bring up a new subject) but is very dependent on 
interviewer in the interaction. 

Can describe symptoms in a simple way and ask for 
advice when using health services; can understand the 
answer, provided this is given clearly in everyday 
language. 

Can use a prepared questionnaire to carry out a 
structured interview, with some spontaneous follow up 
questions. 

p11, Communication, ex A; p59, Communication; p119, 
Communication 
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Written Interaction 

OVERALL WRITTEN INTERACTION 

Can convey information and ideas on abstract as well as 
concrete topics, check information and ask about or 
explain problems with reasonable precision. 

Can write personal letters and notes asking for or 
conveying simple information of immediate relevance, 
getting across the point he/she feels to be important. 

 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Can write personal letters giving news and expressing 
thoughts about abstract or cultural topics such as music, 
films. Can write letters expressing different opinions and 
giving detailed accounts of personal feelings and 
experiences. 

Can reply to an advertisement in writing and ask for 
further information on items which interest him/her. 

Can write basic formal emails/letters, for example to 
make a complaint and request action. 

Can write personal letters describing experiences, 
feelings and events in some detail. 

Can write basic emails/letters of a factual nature, for 
example to request information or to ask for and give 
confirmation. Can write a basic letter of application with 
limited supporting details. 

p75, Writing, ex C 
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Online Interaction 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND DISCUSSION 

Can engage in real-time online exchanges with more 
than one participant, recognising the communicative 
intentions of each contributor, but may not understand 
details or implications without further explanation. 

Can post online accounts of social events, experiences 
and activities referring to embedded links and media 
and sharing personal feelings. 

Can post a comprehensible contribution in an online 
discussion on a familiar topic of interest, provided that 
he/she can prepare the text beforehand and use online 
tools to fill gaps in language and check accuracy. 

Can make personal online postings about experiences, 
feelings and events and respond individually to the 
comments of others in some detail, though lexical 
limitations sometimes cause repetition and 
inappropriate formulation. 

p123, Writing, ex C 

  

Collaborating in a group 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE INTERACTION WITH 
PEERS 

Can collaborate on a shared task, for example 
formulating and responding to suggestions, asking 
whether people agree, and proposing alternative 
approaches. 

Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks and work 
towards a common goal in a group by asking and 
answering straightforward questions. 

Can define the task in basic terms in a discussion and ask 
others to contribute their expertise and experience. 

Can invite other people in a group to speak. 

p47, Communication; pp82-83, The Real World, ex C; 
p83, Communication; p143, Communication, ex A 
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Communicative language competence 

Linguistic – range 

GENERAL LINGUISTIC RANGE 

Has a sufficient range of language to describe 
unpredictable situations, explain the main points in an 
idea or problem with reasonable precision and express 
thoughts on abstract or cultural topics such as music and 
films. 

Has enough language to get by, with sufficient 
vocabulary to express him/herself with some hesitation 
and circumlocutions on topics such as family, hobbies 
and interests, work, travel, and current events, but 
lexical limitations cause repetition and even difficulty 
with formulation at times. 

 

 

VOCABULARY RANGE 

Has a good range of vocabulary related to familiar topics 
and everyday situations. 

Has a sufficient vocabulary to express him/herself with 
some circumlocutions on most topics pertinent to 
his/her everyday life such as family, hobbies and 
interests, work, travel, and current events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p15, Writing, ex B; p23, Communication, ex A; p27, 
Writing, ex B; p51, Writing, ex B; p58, The Real World, ex 
A; p63, Writing, ex B; p64, Video; p75, Writing, ex B; p87, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p87, Writing, ex B; p99, Vocabulary, ex 
B; p99, Writing, ex B; p111, Writing, ex B; p123, Writing, 
ex B; p135, Writing, ex B; p147, Writing, ex B; p148, 
Video 
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Control 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY 
Communicates with reasonable accuracy in familiar 
contexts; generally good control though with 
noticeable mother tongue influence. Errors occur, but 
it is clear what he/she is trying to express. 
 
Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of frequently 
used ‘routines’ and patterns associated with more 
predictable situations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VOCABULARY CONTROL 
Shows good control of elementary vocabulary but 
major errors still occur when expressing more complex 
thoughts or handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary appropriately 
when talking about familiar topics. 

pp8-9, Language Focus, exs B, C; p17, Review, ex B; 
pp20-21, Language Focus, exs B, C, D; p29, Review, ex 
B; pp32-33, Language Focus, exs B, C, D; p41, Review, 
ex B; pp44-45, Language Focus, exs D, C, D, E; p35, 
Review, exs A, B, C; pp56-57, Language Focus, exs B, C, 
D, E; p65, Review, ex B; pp68-69, Language Focus, exs B, 
D, E; p77, Review, exs B, C; pp80-81, Language Focus, 
exs B, C, D, E; p89, Review, ex B; pp92-93, Language 
Focus, exs B, C, D, E; p95, The Real World, ex C; p100, 
Video, ex C; p101, Review, ex B; pp104-105, Language 
Focus, exs B, C, D, E; p107, Communication, ex B; p113, 
Review, ex B; pp116-117, Language Focus, exs B, C, D, E; 
p125, Review, ex B; pp128-129, Language Focus, exs B, 
C, D, E; p137, Review, ex B; pp140-141, Language Focus, 
exs B, C; p149, Review, ex B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
p8, Language Focus, ex A; p15, Vocabulary, ex B; p17, 
Review, exs A, C; p20, Language Focus, ex A; p27, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p29, Review, exs A, C; p32, Language 
Focus, ex A; p39, Vocabulary, ex B; p41, Review, exs A, 
C; p44, Language Focus, ex A; p51, Vocabulary, ex B; 
p56, Language Focus, ex A; p63, Vocabulary, ex B; p65, 
Review, exs A, C; p68, Language Focus, ex A; p75, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p77, Review, ex A; p80, Language 
Focus, ex A; p87, Vocabulary, ex B; p89, Review, exs A, 
C; p92, Language Focus, ex A; p99, Vocabulary, ex B; 
p101, Review, exs A, C; p104, Language Focus, ex A; 
p111, Vocabulary, ex B; p113, Review, exs A, C; p116, 
Language Focus, ex A; p123, Vocabulary, ex B; p125, 
Review, exs A, C; p128, Language Focus, ex A; p137, 
Review, exs A, C; p140, Language Focus, ex A; p147, 
Vocabulary, ex B; p149, Review, exs A, C 
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Phonological Control 
OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL CONTROL 
 
Pronunciation is generally intelligible; can 
approximate intonation and stress at both utterance 
and word levels. However, accent is usually 
influenced by other language(s) he/she speaks. 

 
p11, Pronunciation; p47, Pronunciation; p71, 
Pronunciation; p143, Pronunciation, exs A, B 

SOUND ARTICULATION 
 
Is generally intelligible throughout, despite regular 
mispronunciation of individual sounds and words 
he/she is less familiar with. 

 
p23, Pronunciation; p35, Pronunciation; p83, 
Pronunciation; p119, Pronunciation; p131, 
Pronunciation, exs A, B 

PROSODIC FEATURES 
Can convey his/her message in an intelligible way in 
spite of a strong influence on stress, intonation 
and/or rhythm from other language(s) he/she speaks. 

 
p59, Pronunciation; p95, Pronunciation; p107, 
Pronunciation, exs A, B 

 

Sociolinguistic 
SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS 
 
Can perform and respond to a wide range of language 
functions, using their most common exponents in a 
neutral register. Is aware of the salient politeness 
conventions and acts appropriately. 
Is aware of, and looks out for signs of, the most 
significant differences between the customs, usages, 
attitudes, values and beliefs prevalent in the 
community concerned and those of his or her own 
community. 

p35, Communication 
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Pragmatic 
THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT 

Can clearly signal chronological sequence in narrative text. 

Can develop an argument well enough to be followed 
without difficulty most of the time. 

Shows awareness of the conventional structure of the 
text type concerned, when communicating his/her ideas. 
Can reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence of points. 

 

COHERENCE AND COHESION 

Can introduce a counter-argument in a simple discursive 
text (e.g. with ‘however’). 

Can link a series of shorter, discrete simple elements 
into a connected, linear sequence of points. 

Can form longer sentences and link them together using 
a limited number of cohesive devices, e.g. in a story. Can 
make simple, logical paragraph breaks in a longer text. 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION 

Can explain the main points in an idea or problem with 
reasonable precision. 

Can convey simple, straightforward information of 
immediate relevance, getting across which point he/she 
feels is most important. 

Can express the main point he/she wants to make 
comprehensibly. 

SPOKEN FLUENCY 

Can express him/herself with relative ease. Despite 
some problems with formulation resulting in pauses and 
‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she is able to keep going effectively 
without help. 

Can keep going comprehensibly, even though pausing 
for grammatical and lexical planning and repair is very 

P43, Preview, ex C; p47, Communication; p51, Writing, 
ex C; p75, Writing, ex C; p87, Writing, ex C; p111, 
Writing, ex C; p135, Writing, ex C 

 

 

 

 

 

p87, Writing, ex C; p123, Writing, ex C; p135, Writing, ex 
C 

 

 

 

 

 

p27, Writing, ex C; p99, Writing, ex C; p111, Writing, ex 
C; p135, Writing, ex C 

 

 

 

 

 
p9, Language Focus, ex E; p21, Language Focus, ex E; 
p79, Preview, ex C; p91, Preview, ex C; p98, 
Comprehension, ex C; p103, Preview, ex C; p110, 
Comprehension, ex C; p129, Language Focus, ex E 
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evident, especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 
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Unit 1 I Love Mixing Music! 

PREVIEW (pages 6-7) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand the main points of clear 
standard speech on familiar matters 
regularly encountered in work, school, 
leisure etc., including short narratives. 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can enter unprepared into conversation of 
familiar topics, express personal opinions 
and exchange information on topics that are 
familiar, of personal interest or pertinent to 
everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, 
travel and current events). 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 8-9) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, D 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B, C 

CONVERSATION  Can enter unprepared into conversations on 
familiar topics. 
Can follow clearly articulated speech 
directed at him/her in everyday 
conversation, though will sometimes have to 
ask for repetition of particular words and 
phrases. 
Can express and respond to feelings such as 
surprise, happiness, sadness, interest and 
indifference. 

E 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without 
help. 
Can keep going comprehensibly, even 
though pausing for grammatical and lexical 
planning and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Typical Teens (pages 10-11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B, C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can express opinions on subjects relating to 
everyday life, using simple expressions.  

Can briefly give reasons and explanations 
for opinions, plans and actions. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible; can 
approximate intonation and stress at both 
utterance and word levels. However, accent 
is usually influenced by other language(s) 
he/she speaks. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 11) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can use a prepared questionnaire to carry 
out a structured interview, with some 
spontaneous follow up questions. 

A 

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS Can deliver short, rehearsed announcements 
on a topic pertinent to everyday occurrences 
in his/her field which, despite possibly very 
foreign stress and intonation, are 
nevertheless clearly intelligible. 

B 
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READING Turning Hobbies Into Cash (pages 12-13) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can make basic inferences or predictions 
about text content from headings, titles or 
headlines. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 

B, C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 14) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 
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WRITING (page 15) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write straightforward, detailed 
descriptions on a range of familiar subjects 
within his/her field of interest. 

C 

 

VIDEO Robot Games (page 16) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 17) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 2 How Long Have You Been Doing Archery? 

PREVIEW (pages 18-19) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand the main points of clear 
standard speech on familiar matters 
regularly encountered in work, school, 
leisure etc., including short narratives. 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can enter unprepared into conversation of 
familiar topics, express personal opinions 
and exchange information on topics that are 
familiar, of personal interest or pertinent to 
everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, 
travel and current events). 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 20-21) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, D 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B, C, D 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can find out and pass on 
straightforward factual information.  

 

E 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without 
help. 
Can keep going comprehensibly, even 
though pausing for grammatical and lexical 
planning and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Footgolf (pages 22-23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

B, C 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can understand instructions and procedures 
in the form of a continuous text, for example 
in a manual, provided that he/she is familiar 
with the type of process or product 
concerned. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
GIVING INFORMATION 

Can describe how to do something, giving 
detailed instructions. 

D 

LISTENING TO 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Can understand simple technical 
information, such as operating instructions 
for everyday equipment.  

Can follow detailed 
directions. 

 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Is generally intelligible throughout, despite 
regular mispronunciation of individual 
sounds and words he/she is less familiar 
with. 
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COMMUNICATION (page 23) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary to express 
him/herself with some circumlocutions on 
most topics pertinent to his/her everyday life 
such as family, hobbies and interests, work, 
travel, and current events. 

A 

CONVERSATION Can start up a conversation and help it to 
keep going by asking people relatively 
spontaneous questions about a special 
experience or event, expressing reactions 
and opinion on familiar subjects. 

B 

 

READING Running A Marathon (pages 24-25) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can assess whether an article, report or 
review is on the required topic. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 
 
C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 26) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 27) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write straightforward, detailed 
descriptions on a range of familiar subjects 
within his/her field of interest. 

C 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION Can explain the main points in an idea or 
problem with reasonable precision. 
Can convey simple, straightforward 
information of immediate relevance, getting 
across which point he/she feels is most 
important. 
Can express the main point he/she wants to 
make comprehensibly. 
 

C 
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VIDEO Life Rolls On (page 28) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 29) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 3 What Should I Do? 

PREVIEW (pages 30-31) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL LISTENING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can understand the main points of clear 
standard speech on familiar matters 
regularly encountered in work, school, 
leisure etc., including short narratives. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can generally follow the main points in an 
informal discussion with friends provided 
speech is clearly articulated in standard 
language. 
Can make his/her opinions and reactions 
understood as regards solutions to problems 
or practical questions of where to go, what 
to do, how to organise an event (e.g. an 
outing). 
Can express belief, opinion, agreement and 
disagreement politely. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 32-33) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, D 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B, C, D 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can make his/her opinions and reactions 
understood as regards solutions to problems 
or practical questions of where to go, what 
to do, how to organise an event (e.g. an 
outing). 

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Dream Job (pages 34-35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C, D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Is generally intelligible throughout, despite 
regular mispronunciation of individual 
sounds and words he/she is less familiar 
with. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 35) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can offer advice on simple matters within 
his/her field of experience. 

 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
APPROPRIATENESS 

Can perform and respond to a wide range of 
language functions, using their most 
common exponents in a neutral register. Is 
aware of the salient politeness conventions 
and acts appropriately. 
Is aware of, and looks out for signs of, the 
most significant differences between the 
customs, usages, attitudes, values and 
beliefs prevalent in the community 
concerned and those of his or her own 
community. 
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READING Vision Of Hope (pages 36-37) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 
Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 38) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 

A, B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 39) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand straightforward personal 
letters, emails or postings giving a relatively 
detailed account of events and experiences. 

A 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write accounts of experiences, 
describing feelings and reactions in simple 
connected text. 

C 
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VIDEO ECO-FUEL AFRICA (page 40) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B, C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 41) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 4 The Koala Was Taken To A Shelter 

PREVIEW (pages 42-43) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the main points and 
important details in stories and other 
narratives (e.g. a description of a holiday), 
provided the speaker speaks slowly and 
clearly. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe events, real or imagined. 
Can narrate a story. 

C 

TURNTAKING Can initiate, maintain and close simple 
face-to-face conversation on topics that 
are familiar or of personal interest. 

C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 
Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time. 
Shows awareness of the conventional 
structure of the text type concerned, when 
communicating his/her ideas. Can 
reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence 
of points. 

 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 44-45) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C, D, E 

READING INSTRUCTIONS Can understand instructions and procedures 
in the form of a continuous text, for example 
in a manual, provided that he/she is familiar 
with the type of process or product 
concerned. 

D 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can find out and pass on 
straightforward factual information.  

 

E 

 

THE REAL WORLD Animal Portraits (pages 46-47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can express opinions on subjects relating to 
everyday life, using simple expressions.  

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

D 
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PRONUNCIATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible; can 
approximate intonation and stress at both 
utterance and word levels. However, accent 
is usually influenced by other language(s) 
he/she speaks. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 47) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE 
INTERACTION WITH PEERS 

Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks and 
work towards a common goal in a group by 
asking and answering straightforward 
questions. 

 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can describe events, real or imagined.  

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 
Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time. 
Shows awareness of the conventional 
structure of the text type concerned, when 
communicating his/her ideas. Can 
reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence 
of points. 

 

 

READING Bear Rescue (pages 48-49) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can make basic inferences or predictions 
about text content from headings, titles or 
headlines. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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COMPREHENSION (page 50) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING AS A LEISURE 
ACTIVITY 

Can understand the description of places, 
events, explicitly expressed feelings and 
perspectives in narratives, guides and 
magazine articles that are written in high 
frequency, everyday language. 

 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

VOCABULARY (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 

B 
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WRITING (page 51) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write a description of an event, a recent 
trip – real or imagined. 
Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 

C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 
Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time. 
Shows awareness of the conventional 
structure of the text type concerned, when 
communicating his/her ideas. Can 
reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence 
of points. 
 

C 

 

VIDEO Raising Pandas (page 52) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B, C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 53) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

A, B, C 
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Unit 5 How Are They Made? 

PREVIEW (pages 54-55) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

LISTENING TO 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Can understand simple technical 
information, such as operating instructions 
for everyday equipment.  

 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can reasonably fluently sustain a 
straightforward description of one of a 
variety of subjects within his/her field of 
interest, presenting it as a linear sequence of 
points. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 56-57) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C, D, E 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

E 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can find out and pass on 
straightforward factual information.  

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Making An Artificial Eye (pages 58-59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

 

A 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

B, C 

LISTENING TO 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Can understand simple technical 
information, such as operating instructions 
for everyday equipment.  

 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 
Can express his/her thoughts about 
abstract or cultural topics such as music, 
films.  

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PROSODIC FEATURES Can convey his/her message in an intelligible 
way in spite of a strong influence on stress, 
intonation and/or rhythm from other 
language(s) he/she speaks. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 59) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can use a prepared questionnaire to carry 
out a structured interview, with some 
spontaneous follow up questions. 
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READING Where Is The iPhone Made?  (pages 60-61) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 62) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 63) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write straightforward, detailed 
descriptions on a range of familiar subjects 
within his/her field of interest. 
Can write accounts of experiences, 
describing feelings and reactions in simple 
connected text. 

C 
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VIDEO Prosthetic Legs (page 64) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B, C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 65) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 6 Look At Those Narwhals! 

PREVIEW (pages 66-67) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the information content of 
the majority of recorded or broadcast audio 
material on topics of personal interest 
delivered in clear standard speech. 

A, B 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION 

Can enter unprepared into conversation of 
familiar topics, express personal opinions 
and exchange information on topics that are 
familiar, of personal interest or pertinent to 
everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, 
travel and current events). 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 68-69) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, D, E 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

C 
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THE REAL WORLD Learning From Humpbacks (pages 70-71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and 
interests with a satisfactory level of 
comprehension. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible; can 
approximate intonation and stress at both 
utterance and word levels. However, accent 
is usually influenced by other language(s) 
he/she speaks. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 71) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMATION EXCHANGE Can find out and pass on straightforward 
factual information. 
Can obtain more detailed information. 
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READING Cities In The Sea (page 72) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 
 
 
 
C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 74) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 

A, B 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 75) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand standard formal 
correspondence and online postings in 
his/her area of professional interest. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

CORRESPONDENCE Can write basic formal emails/letters, for 
example to make a complaint and request 
action. 

C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 
Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time. 
Shows awareness of the conventional 
structure of the text type concerned, when 
communicating his/her ideas. Can 
reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence 
of points. 
 

C 
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VIDEO Boneless Beauties (page 76) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 77) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B, C 
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Unit 7 It Might Have Been A Temple 

PREVIEW (pages 78-79) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the information content of 
the majority of recorded or broadcast audio 
material on topics of personal interest 
delivered in clear standard speech. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can briefly give reasons and explanations for 

opinions, plans and actions. 

 

C 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without 
help. 
Can keep going comprehensibly, even though 
pausing for grammatical and lexical planning and 
repair is very evident, especially in longer 
stretches of free production. 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 80-81) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, C 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C, D, E 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

E 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express his/her thoughts about abstract 

or cultural topics such as music, films.  

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

E 

 

THE REAL WORLD Rapa Nui (pages 82-83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE)  

Can express opinions on subjects relating to 
everyday life, using simple expressions. 

C 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE 
INTERACTION WITH PEERS 

Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks and 
work towards a common goal in a group by 
asking and answering straightforward 
questions. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

D 
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PRONUNCIATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Is generally intelligible throughout, despite 
regular mispronunciation of individual 
sounds and words he/she is less familiar 
with. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 83) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE 
INTERACTION WITH PEERS 

Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks and 
work towards a common goal in a group by 
asking and answering straightforward 
questions. 

 

 

READING Maya Mystery (pages 84-85) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 
 
 
 
 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 86) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING AS A LEISURE 
ACTIVITY 

Can understand the description of places, 
events, explicitly expressed feelings and 
perspectives in narratives, guides and 
magazine articles that are written in high 
frequency, everyday language. 

 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 
Has a sufficient vocabulary to express 
him/herself with some circumlocutions on 
most topics pertinent to his/her everyday life 
such as family, hobbies and interests, work, 
travel, and current events. 

B 
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WRITING (page 87) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

WRITTEN REPORTS AND 
ESSAYS 

Can write short, simple essays on topics of 
interest. 

C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 
Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time. 
Shows awareness of the conventional 
structure of the text type concerned, when 
communicating his/her ideas. Can 
reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence 
of points. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION Can introduce a counter-argument in a 
simple discursive text (e.g. with ‘however’). 
Can link a series of shorter, discrete simple 
elements into a connected, linear sequence 
of points. 
Can form longer sentences and link them 
together using a limited number of cohesive 
devices, e.g. in a story. Can make simple, 
logical paragraph breaks in a longer text. 
 

C 
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VIDEO The Lost Colony (page 88) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

C 

 

REVIEW (page 89) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 8 It’s Taller Than The Eiffel Tower! 

PREVIEW (pages 90-91) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the information content of 
the majority of recorded or broadcast audio 
material on topics of personal interest 
delivered in clear standard speech. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can briefly give reasons and explanations for 

opinions, plans and actions. 

 

C 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without 
help.Can keep going comprehensibly, even 
though pausing for grammatical and lexical 
planning and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 92-93) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C, D, E 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD THE WORLD’S LONGEST FOOTBRIDGE (pages 94-95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

C 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PROSODIC FEATURES Can convey his/her message in an intelligible 
way in spite of a strong influence on stress, 
intonation and/or rhythm from other 
language(s) he/she speaks. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 95) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can follow clearly articulated speech 
directed at him/her in everyday 
conversation, though will sometimes have to 
ask for repetition of particular words and 
phrases. 
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READING The Iron Ore Train (page 96) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 
Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 98) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING AS A LEISURE 
ACTIVITY 

Can understand the description of places, 
events, explicitly expressed feelings and 
perspectives in narratives, guides and 
magazine articles that are written in high 
frequency, everyday language. 

 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without help. 
Can keep going comprehensibly, even 
though pausing for grammatical and lexical 
planning and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 
Has a sufficient vocabulary to express 
him/herself with some circumlocutions on 
most topics pertinent to his/her everyday life 
such as family, hobbies and interests, work, 
travel, and current events. 

B 
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WRITING (page 99) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

WRITTEN REPORTS AND 
ESSAYS 

Can present a topic in a short report or 
poster, using photographs and short blocks 
of text. 

C 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION Can explain the main points in an idea or 
problem with reasonable precision. 
Can convey simple, straightforward 
information of immediate relevance, getting 
across which point he/she feels is most 
important. 
Can express the main point he/she wants to 
make comprehensibly. 
 

C 

 

VIDEO The Green Museum (page 100) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 
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REVIEW (page 101) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 9 He’s A Great Actor, Isn’t He? 

PREVIEW (pages 102-103) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express his/her thoughts about abstract 
or cultural topics such as music, films.  

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without 
help.Can keep going comprehensibly, even 
though pausing for grammatical and lexical 
planning and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 104-105) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, D 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C, D, E 

CONVERSATION Can start up a conversation and help it to 
keep going by asking people relatively 
spontaneous questions about a special 
experience or event, expressing reactions 
and opinion on familiar subjects. 

 

C, E 
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THE REAL WORLD MOVIE FLOPS (pages 106-107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can identify unfamiliar words from the 
context on topics related to his/her field and 
interests. 
Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A, B, C, D 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

D 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

PROSODIC FEATURES Can convey his/her message in an intelligible 
way in spite of a strong influence on stress, 
intonation and/or rhythm from other 
language(s) he/she speaks. 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 107) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B 

UNDERSTANDING AN 
INTERLOCUTOR 

Can follow clearly articulated speech 
directed at him/her in everyday 
conversation, though will sometimes have to 
ask for repetition of particular words and 
phrases. 

B 
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READING Our Attraction To Frights (pages 108-109) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can make basic inferences or predictions 
about text content from headings, titles or 
headlines. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 
 
 

B, C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 110) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

C 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without help. 
Can keep going comprehensibly, even 
though pausing for grammatical and lexical 
planning and repair is very evident, 
especially in longer stretches of free 
production. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 
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WRITING (page 111) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand short texts on subjects that 
are familiar or of current interest, in which 
people give their points of view (e.g. critical 
contributions to an online discussion forum 
or readers’ letters to the editor). 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary to express 
him/herself with some circumlocutions on 
most topics pertinent to his/her everyday life 
such as family, hobbies and interests, work, 
travel, and current events. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

CREATIVE WRITING Can write a simple review of a film, book or 
TV programme using a limited range of 
language. 

C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 
Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time. 
Shows awareness of the conventional 
structure of the text type concerned, when 
communicating his/her ideas. Can 
reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence 
of points. 
 

C 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION Can explain the main points in an idea or 
problem with reasonable precision. 
Can convey simple, straightforward 
information of immediate relevance, getting 
across which point he/she feels is most 
important. 
Can express the main point he/she wants to 
make comprehensibly. 
 

C 
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VIDEO Free Solo (page 112) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 113) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 10 I Wish I Could Be An Olympic Athlete! 

PREVIEW (pages 114-115) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the information content of 
the majority of recorded or broadcast audio 
material on topics of personal interest 
delivered in clear standard speech. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can briefly give reasons and explanations for 

opinions, plans and actions. 

 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 116-117) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, D 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C, D, E 

CONVERSATION Can maintain a conversation or discussion 
but may sometimes be difficult to follow 
when trying to say exactly what he/she 
would like to. 

 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD What Superpower Do You Wish You Had? (pages 118-
119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B, C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Is generally intelligible throughout, despite 
regular mispronunciation of individual 
sounds and words he/she is less familiar 
with. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 119) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INTERVIEWING AND BEING 
INTERVIEWED 

Can use a prepared questionnaire to carry 
out a structured interview, with some 
spontaneous follow up questions. 
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READING Making A Difference (pages 120-121) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can make basic inferences or predictions 
about text content from headings, titles or 
headlines. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 
 
 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 122) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 
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WRITING (page 123) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING CORRESPONDENCE Can understand standard formal 
correspondence and online postings in 
his/her area of professional interest. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a sufficient vocabulary to express 
him/herself with some circumlocutions on 
most topics pertinent to his/her everyday life 
such as family, hobbies and interests, work, 
travel, and current events. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

ONLINE CONVERSATION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Can post a comprehensible contribution in 
an online discussion on a familiar topic of 
interest, provided that he/she can prepare 
the text beforehand and use online tools to 
fill gaps in language and check accuracy. 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION Can introduce a counter-argument in a 
simple discursive text (e.g. with ‘however’). 
Can link a series of shorter, discrete simple 
elements into a connected, linear sequence 
of points. 
Can form longer sentences and link them 
together using a limited number of cohesive 
devices, e.g. in a story. Can make simple, 
logical paragraph breaks in a longer text. 
 

C 

 

VIDEO Robobees (page 124) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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REVIEW (page 125) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 11 What Would You Do? 

PREVIEW (pages 126-127) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the information content of 
the majority of recorded or broadcast audio 
material on topics of personal interest 
delivered in clear standard speech. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 
Can express belief, opinion, agreement and 
disagreement politely. 

 

C 
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LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 128-129) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A, C 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C, D, E 

OVERALL SPOKEN 
INTERACTION  

Can communicate with some confidence on 
familiar routine and non-routine matters 
related to his/her interests and professional 
field.  
Can enter unprepared into conversation of 
familiar topics, express personal opinions 
and exchange information on topics that are 
familiar, of personal interest or pertinent to 
everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, 
travel and current events). 

E 

SPOKEN FLUENCY Can express him/herself with relative ease. 
Despite some problems with formulation 
resulting in pauses and ‘cul-de-sacs’, he/she 
is able to keep going effectively without 
help. 
Can keep going comprehensibly, even though 
pausing for grammatical and lexical planning 
and repair is very evident, especially in longer 
stretches of free production. 

E 
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THE REAL WORLD Why We Lie (pages 130-131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SOUND ARTICULATION Is generally intelligible throughout, despite 
regular mispronunciation of individual 
sounds and words he/she is less familiar 
with. 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 131) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
PUTTING A CASE (E.G. IN A 
DEBATE) 

Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time.  
Can give simple reasons to justify a 
viewpoint on a familiar topic. 
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READING Thought Experiments (pages 132-133) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can make basic inferences or predictions 
about text content from headings, titles or 
headlines. 

A 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 134) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 
Can recognise the line of argument in the 
treatment of the issue presented, though not 
necessarily in detail. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

B 
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WRITING (page 135) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

WRITTEN REPORTS AND 
ESSAYS 

Can write a text on a topical subject of 
personal interest, using simple language to 
list advantages and disadvantages, give and 
justify his/her opinion. 

C 

THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT Can clearly signal chronological sequence in 
narrative text. 
Can develop an argument well enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time. 
Shows awareness of the conventional 
structure of the text type concerned, when 
communicating his/her ideas. Can 
reasonably fluently relate a straightforward 
narrative or description as a linear sequence 
of points. 
 

C 

COHERENCE AND COHESION Can introduce a counter-argument in a 
simple discursive text (e.g. with ‘however’). 
Can link a series of shorter, discrete simple 
elements into a connected, linear sequence 
of points. 
Can form longer sentences and link them 
together using a limited number of cohesive 
devices, e.g. in a story. Can make simple, 
logical paragraph breaks in a longer text. 
 

C 

PROPOSITIONAL PRECISION Can explain the main points in an idea or 
problem with reasonable precision. 
Can convey simple, straightforward 
information of immediate relevance, getting 
across which point he/she feels is most 
important. 
Can express the main point he/she wants to 
make comprehensibly. 
 

C 
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VIDEO Test Of Character (page 136) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

SUSTAINED MONOLOGUE: 
DESCRIBING EXPERIENCE 

Can give detailed accounts of experiences, 
describing feelings and reactions. 
Can relate details of unpredictable 
occurrences, e.g. an accident.  

 

 

REVIEW (page 137) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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Unit 12 Whole Grains Are Good For You 

PREVIEW (page 139) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA 
AND RECORDINGS 

Can understand the information content of 
the majority of recorded or broadcast audio 
material on topics of personal interest 
delivered in clear standard speech. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and 
opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

C 

 

LANGUAGE FOCUS (pages 140-141) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

UNDERSTANDING 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN 
OTHER SPEAKERS 

Can follow much of everyday conversation 
and discussion, provided it takes place in 
standard speech and is clearly articulated in 
a familiar accent. 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Communicates with reasonable accuracy in 
familiar contexts; generally good control 
though with noticeable mother tongue 
influence. Errors occur, but it is clear what 
he/she is trying to express. 

B, C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can express his/her thoughts about abstract 

or cultural topics such as music, films.  

  Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 
Can express belief, opinion, agreement and 
disagreement politely. 

C, E 
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THE REAL WORLD Edible Insects (pages 142-143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

C 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

D 

 

PRONUNCIATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL PHONOLOGICAL 
CONTROL 

Pronunciation is generally intelligible; can 
approximate intonation and stress at both 
utterance and word levels. However, accent 
is usually influenced by other language(s) 
he/she speaks. 

A, B 

 

COMMUNICATION (page 143) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

FACILITATING COLLABORATIVE 
INTERACTION WITH PEERS 

Can collaborate on a shared task, for 
example formulating and responding to 
suggestions, asking whether people agree, 
and proposing alternative approaches. 

A 

ADDRESSING AUDIENCES Can give a prepared straightforward 
presentation on a familiar topic within 
his/her field which is clear enough to be 
followed without difficulty most of the time, 
and in which the main points are explained 
with reasonable precision. 

B 
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READING Your Amazing Brain (pages 144-145) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

A, C 

READING FOR ORIENTATION Can understand the important information in 
simple, clearly drafted adverts in newspapers 
or magazines, provided that there are not 
too many abbreviations. 
Can scan longer texts in order to locate 
desired information, and gather information 
from different parts of a text, or from 
different texts in order to fulfil a specific 
task. 

B 

 

COMPREHENSION (page 146) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

READING FOR INFORMATION 
AND ARGUMENT 

Can understand straightforward, factual 
texts on subjects relating to his/her interests 
or studies. 
Can recognise significant points in 
straightforward newspaper articles on 
familiar subjects. 
Can recognise the line of argument in the 
treatment of the issue presented, though not 
necessarily in detail. 

A, B 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 

A 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

C 
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VOCABULARY (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

IDENTIFYING CUES AND 
INFERRING (SPOKEN & 
WRITTEN) 

Can extrapolate the meaning of occasional 
unknown words from the context and 
deduce sentence meaning provided the topic 
discussed is familiar. 
Can deduce the probable meaning of 
unknown words in a written text by 
identifying their constituent part (e.g. 
identifying word roots, lexical elements, 
suffixes and prefixes). 

A 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

B 

 

WRITING (page 147) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

OVERALL READING 
COMPREHENSION 

Can read straightforward factual texts on 
subjects related to his/her field and interests 
with a satisfactory level of comprehension. 

A 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

B 

PLANNING Can work out how to communicate the main 
point(s) he/she wants to get across, 
exploiting any resources available and 
limiting the message to what he/she can 
recall or find the means to express. 

B 

OVERALL WRITTEN 
PRODUCTION 

Can write straightforward connected texts 
on a range of familiar subjects within his/her 
field of interest, by linking a series of shorter 
discrete elements into a linear sequence. 

C 
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VIDEO Food Allergies (pages 148-149) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY RANGE Has a good range of vocabulary related to 
familiar topics and everyday situations. 

 

WATCHING TV, FILM AND 
VIDEO 

Can understand a large part of many TV 
programmes on topics of personal interest 
such as interviews, short lectures, and news 
reports when the delivery is relatively slow 
and clear. 

A, B 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION (WITH 
FRIENDS) 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions 
in discussing topics of interest. 

 

 

REVIEW (page 149) 

COMPONENT SKILL DESCRIPTOR 
 

EXERCISE 

VOCABULARY CONTROL Shows good control of elementary 
vocabulary but major errors still occur when 
expressing more complex thoughts or 
handling unfamiliar topics and situations. 
Uses a wide range of simple vocabulary 
appropriately when talking about familiar 
topics. 

A, C 

GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of 
frequently used ‘routines’ and patterns 
associated with more predictable situations. 

B 
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